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SUMMARY

Today:s colour television receivers use bipolar IC!s for colour decoding.
Filter- and signal-delay functions are real ized by peripheral components
which partly need to be adjusted in the factory.
Charge Transfer Devices (CTO) offer the Dossibil ity to integrate the
filter- and delay functions thus reducing productions costs.
In this report the appl ications of CTO's in video colour decoding are in
vestigated. CTO's make use of time-discrete signal processing techniques.
The influence of these techniques on the performance of television pic
tures is studied. Therefore a Real-Time Simulator (RTS) is designed in
which almost every parameter related to time-discrete processing of colour
TV-signals can be varied e.g. clockfrequency, filter characteristics, etc.
The RTS can also be used to implement new colour decoding concepts to be
real ized in both time-discre~or digital techniques. The decoder perfor
mance can be demonstrated before ~ctu~lly starting the design of a parti
cu Ia riC.

Chapter 1 and 2 give a short introduction to the colour TV-systems NTSC,
PAL and SECAM. Possible appl ications of CTO's are recited. In chapter 3
the set-up of the RTS is shown. The first results of the si~ulation carried
out with the RTS are summarized in chapter 4. In capter 5 an overvieuw is
given of the various tyoes of CTO's (880, SCCO BCCO, PCCO, p2C CO and JCCO)
The profiled peristaltic charge coupled devices (p2 CCO) are favourable and
will be used in the fist IC's which will contain the decoder, filters and
delay-functions.
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1. INTRODUCT ION

Present situation of colourdecoding in TV-receivers.

Three colour coding systems for broadcast television have been intro
duced worldwide, namely NTSC, PAL and SECAM [lJ. For each system
since several years satisfactory operating analog decoder ICls are al
ready used, fabricated in bipolar technologies. These decoder ICIS need
a lot of external components such as coils, resisters, capacitors and
delay lines. Thi total chip area is about 12 mm for a monostandard
and about 25 mm for a multistandard-decoder.

One of the main goals of future developments of colour decoder IC's
is a further reduction of the production costs with the signal qual ity
being maintained or even improved.
This can be reached by a higher degree of integration leading to a
reduction of chip area or a reduction of external components.

For this purpose the following IC-processes are considered.

le. ~gY2D~~g_2D21Qg_21eQ12r_erQ~~~~~~.

In these processes the size of the integrated circuit is reduced,
e.g. in the V-groove proces the chip area of present decoder ICls
is reduced to 50-70%, depending on the relation of the numbers of
transistors and resistors. There is however no reduction of exter
nal components.

2e. Qigl!21_sQlQ~r_2~~Q9iQg_l~~~

Digitizing the composite coloursignal first and carrying out all
the decoder functions in a digital way, an on-chip integration of
al I filter- and signal delay functions becomes possible.
This leads to a large reduction of todayls external components and
adjustments. Due to the digital signal representation and the need
for an AD- and DA-converter the chip area increases, e.g. the digi
tal dZcoder proposed by ITT [2, 3, 4, 5J needs a chip size of about
68 mm in a 3.5~ NMOS proces. This does not include the bipolar
ADC and DAC's.

3e. ~eell~2!lQD_Qf_~b2rg~_Ir2D~f~r_Q~Yl~~~

These devices also use a sampl ing-technique, but the samples are
not quantisized in ampl itude as in the digital processing. The
same reduction of external components can be achieved as for the
digital colour decoding; however
- no AOC or DAC are necessary
- the analog signal representation offers the possibil ity to

maintain or even reduce the chip size.

The previous consideration justifies further investigation of the use
of Charge Transfer Devices in colour decoding.
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Description of the task

~ An investigation of possible appl ications of Charge Transfer
Devices (CTD) in video colour decoding. The main appl ications wil I
be delay-l ines and filters (luminance and chrominance filters,
lowpass filters and soundtraps).

~ Real ization of a real time simulation model.
This can only be done by using a ful digital simulation.
The high speed a-bit analog to digital converter used will not cause
extra problems in signal to noise ratio (with 8-bits the SNR is about
50 dB). The influences of sampl ing and filtering can be studied and
the results will be representative for future CTD-decoders.

~ Carrying out objective and subjective measurements with the Real-Time
Simulator (RTS). The goal is to come to performance specifications
for CTD-decoders.

* Investigations of possible real izations of decoder functions with
CTDls. A characterisation of the technologies and the performance
of each known type of CTD is necessary. Possible combinations of
CTD-processes with bipolar processes need to be investigated.

~ To make a proposal or give some alternatives for an IC-design.
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2. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE REAL-TIME SIMULATOR DESIGN

In this chapter the necessary background information for the
design of the simulator is given. The three colour TV-systems are
explained. This is fol lowed by a short explanation of CTD's and
their appl ication as delay I ines and filters.
With this information and the experience with on earl ier buil t smal I
model the performance specification of the RTS is drawn up and ex
plained. At the end of this chapter a short explanation of the used
programs is given.

2.1. Colour-TV-systems

2.1.1. Introduct ion

Each colour can be represented by a weighted sum of the three primary
colours: Red, Green and Blue (R, G, a). For compatibil ity reasons the
three electrical signals R, G, a are matrixed into a luminance signal
(Y) and two colour difference signals (R-Y and a-v). The black and
white receivers will use only the luminance signal. The colour
difference signals are modulated on a subcarrier and added to the
luminance ~ignal. The colour-TV-systems used: NTSC, PAL and SECAM,
only differ in methode of modulation of the subcarrier. Since many
years a number of black and white TV-systems are used (table 1).
In principal every black and white system can be combined with NTSC,
PAL or SECAM. In practice not al I combinations are in use. The com
binations used in the RTS are given in table 2 on page 20 together
with their benefits and drawbacks.

2.1.2. NTSC (National Television System Committee,1953) [§1

This is the oldest system and is used for example in USA and Japan.
The colour difference signals are quadrature modulated \~ith suppressed
subcarrier. The modulated colourinformation (also called chroma) added
to the luminance signal has the form of:

C = k1 cos(wst) + k2 sin(wst).

The coefficients k1 and k2 represent the colour difference signals.
Demodulation takes place by multiplying the chroma signal with
sin(w t) and cos(w t) followed by low-pass filtering of these multi
pI iedSsignals. ForSthe demodulation it is necessary to have a refe
rence signa I. Th iss igna lis t ransm i tted at the beg i nn i ng of each
TV-l ine during the blanking period and it has a fixed phase and
amplitude. This reference signal is called J1burst".

The choice of the subcarrier frequency

Examination of the long term frequency spectra of video-signals show
a high spectral density at multiples of the I inefrequency, modula
ted with multiples of the field frequency. Giving the subcarrier a
half I inefrequency offset results in an interleaving spectra of the
chroma signal.



BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MONOCHROME TELEVISION SYSTEMS

B C G H I L D K Kl M N A E

GERBER BELGIAN GERBER BRITISH FRENCH DIR.T O.IR.T ~O~~i~d R.T.M.A. R.T.M.A. BRITISH FRENCH

VHF VHF UHF UHF. VHFIUHF UHF VHF UHF VHFIUHF VHFIUHF VHFIUHF VHF VHF

Number 01 lines per picture 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 625 525 625 405 819(frame)

Field frequency 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 60 50 50 50I f1ields/second)

Lone frequency 15625 15625 15625 15625 15625 15625 15625 15625 15625 15750 15625 10125 20475Imnes/second)

Nominal video bandwidlh 5 5 5 5 5.5 6 6 6 6 42 4.2 3 10(MHz)

Nominal 'radio-frequency 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 6 5 14channel bandwidth (MHz)

Sound carrier relative to +5.5 1-55 i55 155 16 f6.5 -16.5 '65 1-65 +4.5 +4.5 -3.5 tIl 15vision carrier (MHz)

Nominal widttJ of vesllgal 0.75 075 075 125 125 125 1.25 0.75 125 0.75 0.75 0.75 2sideband (MHz)

Type and polarity of vision A5C neg A5C pos. A5C neg. A5C neg A5C neg. A5C pos A5C neg. A5Cneg. A5Cneg. A5Cneg. A5Cneg A5Cpos. A5Cpos.modulation

Type 01 sound modulation FM AM FM FM FM AM FM FM FM FM FM AM AM

Pre emahasis in /JS 50 50 50 50 50 - 50 50 50 75 75 - -

Ratio 01 effective radiated 1011 4/1 1011 5/1-10/1 5/1 1011 10/1-5/1 1011-511 1011 10/1-5/1· 1011-511 4/1 1011
powers of vision and sound

• Japan 1/0.15-1/0.35

I
1..0

I
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The corresponding dot pattern in the luminance signal is shifted
half a period of the I inefrequency each I ine. Because of the odd
number of I ines per picture this interchanges each pi£ture. This is
called "dot interlace',' and reduces the visibility of the subcarrier
in the luminance on the screen. Chosing a high subcarrier frequency
reduces the visibil ity. Due to this subcarrier offset crosstalk from
luminance components in the colour decoding part will be demodulated
in such a way that the demodulated components are inverted I ine by
I ine which reduces the visibil ity of the crosstalk (also cal led
cross-colour) .
Therefore a subcarrier frequency is chosen of
(227 + t).fL = 3.579545 MHz.
In practice not R-V and B-V are transmitted, but I and Q. The axes
of f and Q have a rotation of 33 degrees compared to the R-V and
B-V axes, respectively. 1 and Q have different bandwidths
(I : 1.4MHz and Q : 0.6MHz). The benefit is that details in orange
and cyan, for which the eye has a greater resolution, can be trans
mitted with a larger bandwidth.

..

subcarrier luminance Y- reject DELAY
fil ter

VIDEO

subcarrier chroma R-Y
""- pass multiplier L P F'

filter

'COS(~st)

B-Y
multiplier L P F'

SIN(faast)
sub carrier
oscillator 90"and
PLL

Figure 1: Blockdiagram of NTSC-decoder.
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The decoder

The colourinformation is filtered from the composite video input
signal and synchronously demodulated to regenerate the colour diffe
rence signals. The synchronous demodulation is done by feeding the
chroma signal and the desired reference signals to multipl iers and
low-pass filtering the output-signals. The reference signals are
generated in a local crystal oscillator that is locked to the burst
by means of a phase locked loop. This loop is only active during
the burst. The luminance signal has to be delayed, because of the
delay in the colour signal processing. To reduce the visibil ity of
the subcarrier in the luminance signal, a subcarrier reject filter
is necessary.

Phase and ampl itude distorsion

An over-all phase or ampl itude error does not disturb the picture at
the receiver side, because the whole signal is affected including its
colour reference signal. A differential phase or ampl itude error cause
change in hue and saturation. This is caused by nonl inear effects
such as a phase distorsion depending on the ampl itude of the luminance
signal and non-l inearity of the signal path.
The over-all differential phase distorsion must be smaller than five
degrees. A differential ampl itude distorsion of 10% is permissible.

Improved NTSC decoding by using a combfilter

Luminance signal components close to the subcarrier frequency are
also d~modulated and cause annoying colourdifference signals
(cross-colour). These luminance components are often multiples of
the 1ine frequency, as al ready mentioned before. Multiplying them with
the subcarrierfrequency, which has a half 1inefrequency offset, gives
colourdifference components with a half 1inefrequency offset.
These components will be cancel led by adding the previous 1ine to
the current 1 ine. The principle of cancelling components with half
1ine-frequency offset is called "combing l' and is only effective when
the contents of two succeeding 1ines is the same or nearly the same.
The same procedure can be applied to eliminate the dot crawling (dot
pattern) in the luminance signal that is caused by the choice of the
subcarrier frequency offset. In the luminance signal combing can only
be appl ied to higher frequency components. Doing this fer the low
frequency components results in a loss of vertical resolution due
to the averaging effect between two succeeding 1ines.

2.1.3. PAL (Phase Alternation Line)

The intention of the PAL coding system is to correct phase distor
sion caused by differential phase and quadrature distorsion. There
for it is necessary that this phase distorsion is available in two
polarities in the decoder at the sometime. This can be real ized by
transmitting an in polarity switching signal. In the PAL-system a
1ine-sequential switching R-Y component is used.
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To get the phase distorsions simultaneously, aline-delay is
necessary. The colourinformation, which is added to the luminance
signal in the PAL system, can be written as:

C = + O.88(R-Y)cos(w t) + O.49(B-Y)sin(w t),
- s s

or

C = + V cos(w t) + U sinew t).
- s s

Both colourdifference signals have the same bandwidth. For proper
decoding, of these signals it is necessary to know the actual pola
rity of the switched R-Y component. The burst also carries this in
formation. For this purpose a synchronous switching R-Y component
is added to a constant -(B-Y)component to create a switching burst.
The total identification cyclus takes four fields, this is two
frames.

+ ( R- Y)

8

+(B-Y)

B

- (R- Y)

The choice of the subcarrier offset

Figure 2:

Position of the burst.

B: phase of burst in odd numbered
I ines in first and second field
and in even numbered 1ines in
third and fourth field.

-B: phase of burst in even numbered
I ines in first and second field
and in odd numbered I ines in
third and fourth field.

Now it is not possible to give the subcarrier a half I inefrequency
offset. This causes vertical stripes when there is only a V-component.
When there only is the U-component, then the dot pattern is the same
as in NTSC. Giving the subcarrier an additional offset of a quarter
of the I inefrequency, the visibil ity of the subcarrier is reduced for
both. The repetition frequency of this dotpattern is four pictures.
Adding a 25 Hz offset gives dot-interlacing and reduced the visibil ity
of the subcarrier further.
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subcarrier Y-reject OELAY
filter

VIDEO

sub carrier
~<f)- B-Y

L.e pass 63.943~s multiplier - Co P F
filter - delay

1SIN(Wst)

Jsubcarrier

L.8- R-Y
oscillator multiplier - L P ;:
and
PLL

• :!:COS(W t)
5

Figure 3: PAL-decoder with glass delay line

The decoder

Again the video signal is spl itted in a luminance part and a chromi
nance pa rt. In convent iona I decod i ng the ch roma signa lis firs t
spl it by a comb filter in R-Y and 8-Y components before synchro
nous demodulation takes place. Therefore the chromasignal is fed to
a 64 ~s glass delay I ine. The delayed signal is added to and sub
stracted from the undelayed signal.

Calculations show the effect of this processing:

1 i ne n + 0.88(R-Y)cos(w t) + 0.49(B-Y)sin(w t)
1i ne n+1 + 0.88(R-Y)cos(wSt) + 0.49(B-Y)sin(w~t)s

+
2 x 0.49(S-Y)sin(w t)s

1 i ne n + 0.88(R-Y)cos(w t) + 0.49(S-Y)sin(w t)
line n+1 0.88(R-Y)cos(w:t) + 0.49(S-Y)sin(w:t)+

2 x + 0.88(R-Y)cos(w t)s

The spl itting is only 100% correct when two succeeding I ines have
the same colour information. This is not always true, but owing to
correl lation between these I ines in natural pictures the deviations
are tolerable.
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In stead of using a delay-l ine for the chromasignal it is also possible
to use delay-l ines for each of the colourdifference signals after de
modulation. The principle of decoding and averaging gives the same
results. The advantage is that the length of the 64 ~s delayl ine does
not need to be so accurate. The delay time at the glass delayl ine is
adjusted with an accuracy of about 3 ns (5 degrees of the subcarrier
at 63.943 ~s).A baseband delayl ine will accept more tolerance. The
disadvantage is that two delayl ines are necessary.

Remark

The averaging between two succeeding 1ines reduces the vertical reso
lution but increases the SNR by 3 dB.
There is already a horizontal resolution loss because of the reduced
bandwidth of the colourdifference signals compared with the luminance
bandwidth. This can be done because the spatial resolution of the eye
is greater for luminance than for colour.

s

sub carrier Y
reo reject DELAY

filter

VIDEO

sub carrier synchronous 54.01ls --<±) B-Y-pass demodulator delayfilter

i
SIN(lIJs t)

,....
--<±)

R-Y
sub carrier - synchronous 54. Oils
oscillator demodulator delay
and
PLL ,

:!:COS(lIJ t)

Figure 4: PAL-decoder with baseband delay lines
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The influence of differential phase distorsion
- Normal input without distorsion

C = + V cos(w t) + U sin(w t)- s s

A

USIN(W t)
5

a

-VCOS(W t)
5

Line n Line n + 1

After correct detection:

V = A sin (cd
ude t = A cos (cddet

V = A sin(a)
U
det = A cos (a)det

- Differential phase distorsion of 0 degrees

vcos(w t)
5

A

a
USIN(W t)

5 -VCOS(W t)
5

Line n Line n + 1

After correct detection:

V = A sin(a - 0) V = A sin(a + 0)
Udet

= A cos (a - 0) U
det

= A cos (a + 0)det det

Averaging of two succeeding lines gives:

V = tA [s i n (a - 0) + sin(a + 0)] = Asinacosoav
U = tA [cos (a - 0) + cos (a + 0)] = Acosacosoav

Comparing both situations shows that for a differential phase
dis tors i on of 0 deg rees no change in flue occu rs. on Iy a change
in saturation. An error of 20 degrees in phase gives only an am
plitude error of six percent.
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2.' .4. SECAM (SEquential Couleur A Memoire, '962) [8,91

The colour information is here transmitted by frequency modulation of
the subcarrier. A differential phase distorsion gives then only a
change in frequency that can be made relatively sma1 I compared to the
frequency swing. Only one colour difference signal is transmitted at
a time, alternating 1ine by 1ine to avoid crosstalk between the colour
difference signals. For regaining the colour Y, R-Y and B-Y must be
available at the same time. This can only be achieved by using a memo
ry, which contains the transmitted co10ui information from the
previous 1ine. This information is used together with the colour in
formation and Y-signa1 from the actual 1ine. This explains the name.
The system suffers from vertical resolution loss for colour and ver
tical colour transients cause 1ine fl icker.

The choise of the subcarrier frequency

The centerfrequencies and swings are chosen bearing in mind:
- interference with the luminance signal (cross-colour)
- maximum use of bandwidth

visibil ity of the subcarrier in the luminance signal.

In the SECAM system considered here is chosen for:

centerfrequency

B-Y 4.250 000 MHz = 272. I inefrequency
R-Y 4.406 250 MHz = 282. I inefrequency

deviation index

230 kHz
280 kHz

The colourdifference signals are normal ised on a 75% colourbar
(EBU-colourbar), thus forming DR = -, .9(R-Y) and DB = , .5(B-Y).

Noise performance

FM modulation for SECAM has a I imited modulation index to keep cross
colour acceptable. SECAM therefore suffers from noise. To increase
the Signal Noise Ratio (SNR) of the colourdifference signals pre
emphasis and de-emphasis is used. There are two pre-emphasis, one
for the baseband colourdifference signals, the low frequency-pre
emphasis, and one for the total chroma signal, the high frequency
pre-emphasis.

~ hE:er~:~Teb~~l~

The transferfunction of this pre-emphasis is:

G(f) =
+ j(f/f,)

+ j(f/3f,) f, = 85 kHz

The pre-emphasis causes large overshoots on transients of the signals.
To avoid excessive swings a I imiter is necessary. This is a non-
1inear operation and produces irreversible distorsion.
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CLIPPING LEVEL
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D. D"

Figure 5: Colourdifference signal components of 5ECAM EBU-bar after
pre-emphasis

~ ~E:Qr~:~~eb~~l~

When the carrier is shifted from the centerfrequency, the demodu
lated random noise increases nonl inearly with the extent of the
shift. 50 in large high saturated area's the 5NR wil I be bad.
The eye is very sensitive for small variation in highly saturated
area's, specially for red and blue. The SNR is improved by means of
the hf-pre-emphasis, also called "anti-bell circuit" or I4c ircuit
anti-cloche ll

•

The corresponding transferfunction is:

H(f) = M .
o

r1 + j 168 l
[1 + j 1'~J

f
8 =

f
o

with f o = 4.286 MHz

In the decoder the inverse transferfunction is real ized.

~~ :
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Figure 6: High-frequency pre-emphasis curve for the subcarrier signal.
The indicated frequencies of the modulated subcarrier refer
to the EBU-colourbar.
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Identification

Each I ine starts with the centre-frequency for respectively
DR and Os and can be detected. A second possibil ity is the
frame identification signal which consists of nine successive
I ines with alternating frequency of 4.75 and 3.90 MHz for DR and Os
respectively in correct order.

sub carrier Y

r- reject DEL ;lY
filter

VIDEO

subcarrier
64.0~ discri- If-de- R-Y

"- pass I--<~ delay "-, / r-- limiter minator emphasis
fil ter + LPF

\ 1
cross
switch
/ \

1- __' discri- If-de- B-Y- limiter emphasisminator + LPF

identification t h/2

Figure 7: Conventional SECAM decoder with a glass delay line.

The decode r :

The video signal is fed to the subcarrier reject filter (luminance
notch) and to the subcarrier pass filter which has the shape of
hf-de-emphasis function (circuit cloche).
The subcarrier reject filter differs from the subcarrier reject
filter in the PAL decoder. First, there are two different subcarrier
frequencies used in SECAM and secondly there can occur large devia
tion of the FM carrier to tne centrefrequency.
In practice however mostly a compromise trap is used for both PAL
and SECAM at the same time.
Circuit cloche is followed by a 64 us delay I ine. The direct and de
layed signal are switched to the appropriate demodulator part, where
it is first I imited. Their function is to reach a sufficient AM-reduc
t ion.
After demodulation If-de-emphasis is necessary to obtain the colour
difference signals.
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subcarrier Y-reject DELAY
filter

VIDEO

subcarrier switch If-de-
64.0~~discri-• pass J- foe limiter minator emphasis ...~ delay +filter / + LPF

/
/.. ./

.....
......

..... If-de-..... discri- 64.0~~-limiter emphasis ~minator + _PF delay

f h/2identification

Figure 8: SECAM· decoder with two delay-l ines in baseband mode

It is possible to delay the colourdifference signals after the
de-emphasis instead of using a chroma delay. In chroma glass
delay lines crosst3lk appenrs from the previous I ine be-
cause of multiple reflections in the body of these glass delay
I ines. Using baseband delay I ines no crosstalk between the colour
difference signals occurs. The SECAM decoder in figure 8 makes
use of separate demodulators, I imiters, de-emphasis and delay
lines for each colourdifference signal. This is not essential,
the decoding could also be done by one demodulator, limiter,
de-emphasis and basebanddelay-l ine. A cross-switch is then
necessary to switch the delayed and undelayed demodulated colour
difference signal to the appropriate output.
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Table 2: Overvieuw of systems used in colour TV broadcasting

System

Countries

Picture build UP
-linefrequency(fH)
- f i el d fre qu en cy
-lines per frame

Soundcarrier
frequency

Modulation type

luminance bandwidth

Chroma
transmitted colour
information

bandwidth

modulation type

sub carrier
frequency

NTSC-M(NTSC '3.58)

USA, Canada, Japan

15734.264HZ
59.94 Hz

525

4.500MHZ

FPl

4.20PlHz

I=-O.27(B-Y)+O.74(R-Y)
Q= O.41(B-Y)+0.48(R-Y)

I:1.3PlHz
Q:O.6MHz

amplitude modulation
of two subcarriers
in quadrature with
suppressed carrier

3.579545PlHz
=227.5fH

PAl-B!G

Netherlands,
West Germany

15625.00Hz
50.00Hz

625

5.500PlHz

FPl

5.00MHZ

U=O. 493( B-Y)
V=O.B77(R-Y)

U,V:1.3MHz

amplitude modulation
of two sub carriers
in quadrature with
suppressed carrier and
switching V-component

4.43361875MHz
=283.75fH+25Hz

SECAM-8!G

East Germany

15625.00Hz
50.00Hz

625

5.500MHz

FM

5.00MHz

D~=-1.9(R-Y)
DB= 1.5(B-Y)

D~,De:1.3PlHZ

frequency modulation
line sequential D~,DB

D~:4.4D6250MHZ=282fH

f=280D~ kHz

DS:4.250DDDPlHz=272fHf=230DS kHz

Oecoder
demodulation synchronously switched synchronously switched switched quadrature

quadrature quadrature domodulators
demodulators demodulators

burst during backporch alternating burst
of sync puIs in (8-Y) during backporch of
direction sync puIs

reference signal

delay lines

filters

63.55~s, only for
cross-colour

sub carrier reject,
sub carrier pass,
low pass filters

63.943~s chroma delay
64.0~s baseband delay

subcarrier reject,
sub carrier pass,
low pass filters

in backporch starts
unmodulated frequency,
9 lines with unmodu
lated frequency in
correct fase during
fIeld synchronisation

64.0ps line delay

subcarrier reject,
circuit cloche,
de-emphasis,
low pass filters

Imperfections
cross-luminance

cross-colour

interference averaging interference averaging
in 2 fields in 4 fields, sloping

lines drifting in the
picture

can be reduced by
combing

interference depending
on colour information,
also in white parts of
the picture

differential phase 5 degrees tolerable,
cause hue mistake

vertical resolu
tion in colour

without combing: the
same as for luminance
with combing: vertical
resolution loss

20 degrees tolerable,
cause saturation
mistake

vertical resolution
loss

only dynamic differen
tial phase distorsion
cause change in hue

vertical resolution
loss and line-
flicker

cross-talk in not cancelled
colour information

cancelled by combing
with delay line(s)

can occure in decoders
with 1 glass delay
line
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2.2. Charge Transfer Devices and their appl ications

A charge transfer device (CTD) can be represented by a row of
capacitors interconnected by charge pumps.

Figure 9: Model for Charge Transfer Devices

When only the odd numbered pumps are turned on, then the charge
in the odd numbered capacitors is pumped to the next even numbered
capacitors. After some time, when the total charge is pumped, the
odd numbered pumps are turned off and the even numbered pumps are
turned on. The charge is then pumped from the even numbered capa
citors to the next odd numbered capacitors. After this phase,
the whole proces starts again, but the charge which was in capaci
tor one is now in capacitor three the charge which was in capaci
tor three is now in capacitor five, etc. So in one cyclus, the
charge is transferred by one section. A section consists of two
capacitors and two pumps that are interconnected. When there are
N sections which are clocked with a frequency f (Hz), then the
charge which is put in the first section wil I c6me out at the N-th
section after N/f seconds. The charge transfer device acts as a
discrete delay I i~e. When the charge which is put in the first
section of the CTO represents a sample of an analog signal then
this analog signal wil I be delayed by the total numbers of sections
devided by the samplefrequency.
The charge can be dete:ted at the output of the last section to
regain the sample. When the samplefrequency meets the Nyquist
Sampl ing Theorem, these samples form a sufficient representation
of the analog signal. A CTO may then be used to delay an analog
signal.

Nyquist Sampl ing Theorem [10J.

If a signal contains no frequency components for If I ~ W, it can be
completely described by instantaneous samples uniformaly spaced
in time with period T ~ l/(IW), which is the periode time of the
sampl ing frequency f s~ 2W. Reconstruction is possible by an ideal
LPF of bandwidth B, swhere W~ B ~ f s - w.
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App I ica t ion

CTO can be used to real ize the I ine delay in decoders, especially
the baseband delay I ines. The chroma delay I ine needs a minimum
clock frequency 2 x 5 MHz (maximum chroma frequency and
maximum y-bandwidth), which is about four times greater then
for the colourdifference signals (maximum 1 ,J MHz bandwidth).
The V-delay can also be real ized with CTO's. The length of the
V-delay depends on the processing in the multi-system concept.
Therefore it can be necessary that delay sections can be switched
on and off. How this can be done, wil I be investigated later.

Fi1.ters C!..!J.
A simple filtersection can be real ized by adding a delayed signal
to the actual one. Frequencies for which the delayed signal has

T

Figure 10: Simple filter section

opposite polarity compared with the actual signal will cancel
out at the adder and will give no output. This happens for frequen
cies with f = (n + ~)/T in which n is a whole number. Frequencies
for which t~e delayed signal has equal polarity as the direct sig
nal doubl ing of the ampl itude occurs. With Fourier analysis it can
be calculated that the transferfunction is:

H(jw) = 2.exp(-jwT/2).cos(wT/2)
IH(f) I = 2 fcos (TIfT) I.

Applying this principle gives a possibility to realize filter
characteristics. A theoretical background is given in appendix 1.
Several types of filters are discussed.
Very interesting are the I inear phase filters (LFF) which have
a constant groupdelay and therefore symmetrical impulsresponses.

App I kat ion

- Linear phase filters.
Luminance notch = subcarrier reject filter
Chroma bandpass filter
Filtering of the colourdifference signals
Soundtrap

- Non I inear phase filters
Circuit Cloche in SECAM decoding
Lf-de-emphasis in SECAM decoding.
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2.3. The requirements for the Real-Time Simulator (RTS)

1. The RTS must be a three-system video decoder with a video input and
R, G, B and Sync outputs to drive a monitor. The video input signal
can include sound information so a selectable soundtrap for both
analog and digital signal processing is necessary.

2. The delay I ines and filters must be able to work with several clock
frequencies. Three different clockfrequencies have to be appl ied.
- a multiple of the PAL subcarrier frequency (17.7 MHz)
- a multiple of the NTSC subcarrier frequency (14.3 MHz)
- a multiple of the I inefrequencies (18.0 MHz).
Division of the frequencies gives more variations.

3. Each conversion between analog and digital must have the possibil ity
to apply selectable analog pr~or post-lowpass filtering.

4. The soundtrap, luminance notch and chroma pass filter have to be
real ized with I inear phase filters including the possibil ity to select
a filter characteristic externally.

5. The RTS must have baseband delay I ines which are automatically set on
the desired delay for each chosen clockfrequency. The possibil ity to
switch off the delay I ines is necessary to investigate NTSC combing.

6. The pssibil ity to carry out clockfrequency reduction and clockfrequency
increasing with selectable I inear phase filtering in the colourdiffe
renee signalsprocessing must be available. Clock-increasing and clock
reduction is explained in appendix 2.

7. The RTS must include the possibil ity to select an analog or discrete
luminance notch.

8. y-combing for NTSC must be real ized in order to investigate cross
luminance reduction.

9. The luminance and sync delay must be set to the proper delay-time
automatically.

10. A central operation control is desirable.

11. Proper setting of the monitor must be done with the controlfunctions:
saturation, brightness and contrast.

12. The RTS must have the possibility to add digital or discrete decoders
and recursive filters for the SECAM de-emphasis filters.
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Mot ivat ion

Ad 1:

Ad 2:

Ad 3:

A three-system concept deals with every problem of each system
separately, but also with their mutual influence.
Especially the reduction in size is important owing to common
use of parts of the decoder. In the chain from the transmitter
to the receiver, the video signal at the receiver must be with
out phase distorsion after the soundtrap. For external video
signals without sound this trap is unwanted due to its non-
I inear phase behaviour and therefore must be switched off.

The advantage of a subcarrier locked clock is that sampl ing of
the colourdifference signals after the PAL or NTSC decoding,
when always double subcarrier frequency components are present,
only gives a dc-offset and no interfering al iasing frequencies.
This does not apply to SECAM because of the frequency modula
tion of the carrier. Sampl ing with one of the unmodulated sub
carrier frequencies of SECAM causes al iasing which depends on
the transmitted colourinformation. Because of the I inesequen
tial changes in centerfrequencies there will be also a
156.25 kHz interfering frequency which gives fixed vertical
stripes on the screen. Sampl ing with the PAL subcarrier locked
clock sauses even more interfering al iasing frequencies.
Analog pre-filtering wil I be necessary for SECAM. The use of
the same multiples of subcarrier frequencies for PAL and NTSC
makes the real ization of the subcarrier reject and chroma pass
filters very easy, because the normal ized frequency characte
ristics are the same for both.
A line locked clock is a possible alternative. It gives still
patterns and better vertical I ines because of sampl ing on the
same place in each line.

Sampl ing gives a repitition of spectra around multiples of the
sample frequency. According to Nyquist's sampl ing theorem no
al iasing components appear when sampl ing is done with twice
the maximum frequency component in the signal, or more.
Visibil ity tests gave a maximum interference distance of 56 dB
but this is strongly depending on the pattern of the interfe
rence. Because integration is difficult, it is desirable to
keep the analog pre-filtering as small as possible. For regai
ning the analog signal a lowpass filter is necessary. This
filter is also not ideal and frequency components in the next
band(s) will be in the analog signal. Investiga~ion of pre- and
post-filtering is very important.
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f ~2Ws f < 2Ws

W 2fs

a/ Inputspectra and clockfrequency

bl Spectra after sampling

W f s 2f s

c/ outputspectra after ideal LPF with bandwidth W

Figure 11: Demonstration of the influence of sampl ing. The correct
sampl ing is shown left (f ~ 2W). Al iasing can be seen
at the right (fs < W). s

Ad 4: It must be possible to see the influence of a selected filter in
the real-time picture on the screen. Therefore more filters must
be implemented that can be selected from outside. For subjective
measurements it is necessary that the picture remains at the same
place on the screen.

Ad 5: Comparing a baseband delay I ine with the chroma delay I ine two
advantages for the use of baseband delay turn up.
First, the accuracy for a PAL chroma delay I ine is three nano
seconds on 63.943 ~s. This can be real ized when sampl ing of the
video signal is carried out with four times the PAL subcarrier
frequency.
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This is not necessary for a baseband delay.
Secondly, chroma has a maximum frequency of 5 MHz, thus minimum
sampl ing frequency must be 10 MHz. For the colour-difference
signals a sampl ing rate of 2.6 MHz is necessary. The conclusion
is that a chroma delay 1 ine in CTD-technology needs about twice
the area of two baseband delay 1ines.
Automatic setting of the delay time for each frequency is necessa
ry for demonstration purpose. NTSC-decoding does not need delay
1 ines but they can be used for cross-colour reduction in a multi
system decoder.

Ad 6: The advantage of a higher sampl ing rate is a reduction in pre
lowpass filtering. A delay 1 ine with a higher frequency costs
more delay stages. This means also more chip area and more clock
dissipation. Integration of a discrete low-pass filter could per
haps be real ized on a small chip area so that the clockfrequen~y

can be reduced. The opposite procedure can be done to reduce ana
log post-filtering.

Ad 7: It is necessary that the 1 inear phase filtered luminance signal
can be compared with the conventional analog filtering.
The real -time filtered signals can be compared for subjective
measurements on a monitor.

Ad 8: See IIi mp roved NTSC decod i ng'l on page 11.

Ad 9, 18, 11: Because of the various chroma signal processings automatic lumi
nance delay and sync delay are necessary to keep the picture in
the correct position. All control signals must be available for
this purpose. A central operation control is desirable.

Ad 12: It is possible to make non-l inear phase filters in CTD-technology.
In the future these filters will be simultated too. The possibil i
ty to add a digital decoder must exists so that total digital de
coding can be investigated later.

2.4. Aids for filter design

For the real ization of a symmetrical impulse response filter three program1s
are used. The main program calculates the discrete impulse response of a
filter described in multi passbands and stopbands. A weighted equiripple
approximation (Chebyshev approximation of a filter) with a sumof cosines
is calculated with the aid of the REMEZ exchange algorithm. From this
approximation of the prescribed filter characteristic the impulse response
is 'calculated with the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform. A second program
calculates the frequency response of a given impulse response. A third
program performs the calculation of the contents of the digital table-look-up
multipl iers.
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3. REALIZATION OF THE REAL-TIME SIMULATOR

3.1. The overal I block-diagram

On the next page the block-diagram of the RTS is shown.
A short explanation will be given. The next parts of this chapter
will give more details.

The input signal is a video signal with or without sound.
This can be PAL, SECAM or NTSC. This signal is split into
two paths, one for analog processing and one for digital processing.
The analog path starts with the soundtrap which can be switched off
in case of a video input signal without sound. After the soundtrap
the video signal is split again. The analog chroma pass filters
separate the modulated colour signals from the luminance signal.
Each decoder has its own chroma pass filter. The system identifi
cation (automatic or manuall selects the colourdifference signals
after decoding. The second part of the video signal is fed to the
luminance notches, one trap for the NTSC-subcarrier and one trap
for both the PAL- and SECAM subcarrier.

Processing in the digital filter part has the same structure.
First an analog low-pass filter before samp! ing is necessary to
reduce al iasing. The analog to digital converter (ADC) generates
a digital signal which is further processed in the digital sound
trap, the digital chroma pass filter and the digital luminance trap.
Note that each real ized digital filter is a linear phase filter.
Each digital filter can contain four different filter characteris
tics from which one can be chosen. The digital soundtrap can be
omitted. The digital chroma signal is converted to analog,
and after low-pass filtering fed to the decoders. Separate decoders
are used for the digitally filtered chroma to avoid interference.
Circuit Cloche is a non-linear phase filter and here also placed
in front of the SECAM decoder, but it can be switched off. The
analog decoders with a digital filtered chroma input signal are called
the analog decoder block. The analog decoders with an analog filtered
chroma input signal are called the reference decoder block.

The colour difference signals processing

Between the colour differenceSjgnals from the reference decoder block
and the colour difference signals from the analog decoder block is
selected first. Both colour difference signals are identically pro
cessed. Low-pass filters reduce the al iasing caused by sampl ing and
the colour difference signals are converted to digital. Clock fre
quency reduction (~) can be done after digital I inear phase low-pass
filtering (LFF). Then follows the I ine delay of 64 us for 50 Hz
systems and 63.55 US for the 60 Hz system. Adding two succeeding
I ines gives the combing (averaging) effect. The next processing
is clock frequency increasing followed by a I inear phase LPF.
After conversion to analog the colour difference signals are analog
low-pass filtered and fed to the matrix.
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Luminance processing

The analog luminance signal is converted to digital after pre-low-pass
filtering. The slection is then made between the digitally filtered
luminance signal and the analog filtered luminance signal. Because
of the delay in the colour processing an equal izing delay in the lumi
nance path is necessary.
There is also the possibil ity to do luminance combing for NTSC.
The analog luminance signal is regenerated and post-filtered.
The R, G, B-signals, necessary to drive a monitor, are made in the
matrix from the colour difference signals and the luminance signal.
Saturation, brightness (=blacklevel) and contrast can be externally
controlled.

The synchronisation is derived from the analog video signal.
In the synchronisation circuit the clamp pulses for the ADC and the
control pulses for the decoders and the matrix are generated.
A sync-pulse(s), which is a vertical and horizontal synchronisation
pulse, is also generated for the monitor. This pulse is automatically
delayed to get the picture in the right position on the screen.

Clocking

The subcarrier-frequencies of the PAL decoders and the NTSC decoders
are ampl ified, selected and multipl ied. A separate phase locked loop
qenerates the J8 MHz I ine-locked frequency. This frequency is exactly
a multiple of both the line-frequencies 15625 Hz and 15731+.264 Hz.
The desired clockfrequency can be selected and then distributed.
The selected clock can be devided for the processing of the colour
difference signals.
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3.2. Analog processing

3.2.1. Explanation and blockdiagram

The input signal is a video signal with or without sound. This
signal is split in two parts, one for the analog filtering and one
for the digital filtering. If it is necessary, sound is suppressed
in the soundtrap. For each sound subcarrier frequency one trap is
used. The appropriate trap is automatically selected but can also be
omitted. The video signal is spl it in five parts, three for
the decoders of the reference decoder-block, one for the luminance
notch filters and one for the synchronisation circuits. The luminance
notches are also automatically selected.
The decoders used here are commonly used in TV-sets. The TDA 3510
is a PAL decoder, the TDA 3530 is a SECAM decoder and the CA 3151 is
a NTSC decoder. The chroma pass filters in front of the decoders have
the same configuration and value's as given in the appl ication note's
of the decoder ICls.
The PAL and NTSC chroma pass filter must have a constant groupdelay
in the pass-band. For SECAM this is not the case. SECAM also needs
Lf-de-emphasis filters for the colourdifference signals. These can be
omitted when they are simulated as a digital filter in later investi
gations. Parallel to the reference decoder-block is the analog
decoder-block which gets a digitally filtered chroma signal. The same
decoders are used but without analog chroma pass filters except for the
SECAM decoder. After eacn decoder-block a selection is made between
the colourdifference signals from each decoder. The selection can be
done manually or by the automatic identification by means of the colour
identification volgates (killer-signals). After the selection
amplification is used to get colourdifference signals with 1 volt
ampl itude at 75 Ohm.

The control pulses for the reference decoder part are generated in
the first synchronization circuit. Because of the delay in the digi
tal chroma and sound filter it is necessary to make delayed control
signals for the analog decoder part. This is done by delaying the
composite synchronization signal (S). A second sync-circuit then gene
rates the control signals for the analog ~decoder block. A variable
delay is introduced in the colourdifference signals processing.
Therefore the second S-delay circuit is automatically controlled.
The output S-signals can then be used for synchronizing the monitor
and controlling the matrix. In the next sections each filter will be
discussed in detail.

3.2.2. The soundtrap

Function: Suppression of the soundcarrier. An interfering pattern
can't be seen when it is 56 dB suppressed compared to the video signal.

The next table shows the ratio of effective radiated power of vision
and sound for each system together with the minimum suppresion which
must be real ized in the soundtrap. Not taken into account is the
attenuation of the soundcarrier in de mid-frequency filter.
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System ratio suppression in minimum attenuation
transmitter in soundtrap

NTSC-M 5: 1 14 dB 56 - 14 = 42 dB
PAL-BIG 10 : 1 20 dB 36 dB
SECAM-B/G 10 : 1 20 dB 36 dB

Real ization: A phase-compensated trap is used which can give more
suppression with reduced overshoot. The centre frequency and the
depth of the trap are adjustable.

R
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figure 14: The configuration
and the frequency
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of a phase-compensated trap (al
responses of the real ized traps

3.2.3. Luminance notch

(b) .

Function: Suppression of the colour-subcarrier in the composite video
signal to reduce the visibility of the dot-pattern caused by the
subcarrier frequency (cross-luminance).

The choice of the subcarrier frequency I ine offset already reduces
the visibil ity of the subcarrier, but this is not sufficient. This is
caused by the non I inearity of the picture-tube. An extra reduction
of the subcarrier is necessary; a factor of 20 (26 dB) is sufficient.
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Real ization: The notch is real ized as a tuned circuit.

Vout a.

b.
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figure 15: The configuration of the tuned circuit (a) and the
frequency responses of the real ized notches (b).
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3.2.4. Frequency r~sponsp. of the luminance path

The frequency response of the soundtrap in combination
luminance notch is measured for each system.
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Figure 16: Frequency response of total luminance path
for NTSC (a) and PAL/SECAM (b)

3.2.5. Chroma pass filter

Function: Removal of the chroma signal from the video signal.

Often a-chroma pass filter is real ized in combination with the
soundtrap in such a way that the total frequency response in the
passband at the decoder input is symmetrical around the subcarrier
frequency. Circuit cloche is already symmetrical but this symmetry
can be disturbed by the soundtrap or the mid-frequency filter in
TV-receivers. Therefore Circuit Cloche is sometimes tuned higher to
get better performance. The frequency response of each chroma filter
in combination with the corresponding soundtrap is shown.
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3.3. Colour difference signals processing

The block-diagram is shown on the next page. Both colour difference
signals are identically processed. The input signal can be analog
or digital. The analog input signal is converted to digital. The
successive processings are I inear phase filtering, clock reduction,
combing, clock increasing, I inear phase filtering and converting to
analog which is fol lowed by post-low-pass filtering. Each digital pro
cessing can be skipped as can be seen in the block-diagram. In the
block-diagram a scheme of the clock processing is shown. It demon
strates the relations between the various clock frequencies. The ex
ternal input clock is devided to get the sampl ing clock for the colour
difference signals. This sampl ing clock can be divided again to do
clock frequency reduction. The I ine delay clock can be increased to
do clock increasing. In real ity the input clock (fin) is fed to an
proarammed divider that gives simultaneously f. , f. /2, f. /3, f. /4,
f. /6 and f. /8. In In In. In

I n In
The desired clock frequencies are then switched to the appropriate parts
in the processing.

Real ization of a 1inear phase filter (see page 38)

A I inear phase filter has a symmetrical impulse response and therefore
also symmetrical coefficients (Appendix 1). The first coefficient is
equal to the last, the second one is equal to the last but one, etc.
It is possible to implement this filter by adding the first sample
to the last, etc. before multipl ication.
This reduces the number of multipl iers by a factor of two (for an
even number of taps) and also the number of components in the hardware
real ization. Addition of the outputs of the multipl iers gives the filte
red output signal. The multipl iers are real ized by a table-lock-up
principle. Four different coefficientscan be stored in one PROM-
multipl ier. Selection of the coefficients is done be selecting the
appropriate address.
The input of the multipl ier can be set to zero (cleared). This gives
the possibil ity to modify the programmed filters. Due to the delay
in adding and multipl ication extra latching of the data is necessary
to keep the successive samples separated.
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Clock reduction and clock increasing

The theoretical description is given in appendix 2. The real ization
is done here by skipping samples or by double read-out of samples
respectively. This proces is demonstrated in the next figure for
reduction and increasing by a factor two.

t
decreasing

before

after

I

•

increasing

figure 20: Demonstration of the used principle for clock reduction
and clock increasing by a factor two.

Clock reduction by a factor 2 is achieved by taking out equidistantly one
sample out of 2 samples and not using the other sample. Clock increasing
is done by inserting the same sample again. This can be seen as adding
the same signal with a delay of L = l/f 2 to the original signal (fig.21)
(f s2 = 2.sample frequency before sclock s increasing}.

--- t 2 ~

figure 21: Equivalent of the used method of clock
increasing by a factor two.
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The corresponding transfer function is:

H(jw) = t. [1 + exp(-jwT )J = ~cos(wT /2)exp(-jwT /2)s s s

!H(f)1 = !cos(TIf/fs21.

Increasing the frequency in this way gives not only the same ampl itude
at the output for DC, but also leads to a I inear phase fi ltering of
the inputsignal. The influence of this filtering is shown in figure 22.
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figure 22: a) Ampl itude of the transferfunction of clock increasing
by a factor two.

b) A possible input spectrum before clock increasing.

c) The output spectrum after clock increasing.
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It can be seen that the baseband spectrum is hardly affected, only
frequency components close to half the sample frequency of the
input signal are attenuated by maximum 3 dB. The above transfer
function gives in combination with the sin(nf/fs2)/~f/f 7) attenuation
factor (caused by the sample-hold output of the ~A-conve~tor).

a sin(nf/f )/(nf/f ) attenuation of the input spectrum.
The reasonsfor dougl ing the samples is that no attenuation of 6 dB
occurs and that implementation is very easi in the Real-Time Simulator.
The integration of this approache can cause 6 dB amplitude loss since
charge-packet doubl ing is difficult to realize. This will be a subject
for later investigations.
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3.4. Digital fi Iter processing

This part is a digital 1inear phase real ization of soundtrap, chroma
pass and luminance notch. The soundtrap can be omitted in such a way
that the delay from the video input to the luminance or chroma output
almost does not change.
Therefore an extra delay in the bypass for the soundtrap is introduced.
The error in the delay correction is, for a clock frequency f ,
equal to 1/(2f ). After the soundtrap the video signal is fed s to the
luminance and s chrominance fi lters and also to a DAC. The chroma
signal is avai lable in a digital and analog representation. Again four
different fi lters can be programmed in each 1inear phase fi lter and
fi lter-coefficients can be switched off.
The programmed filters are externally selected.

L

A

L

I control I
~

CHROMA EC

!
r-

ECL

CHROML F F POST- '-4~ DAC ~control CHROMA PASS LPF

!
EO
UNO) L F F

-.:--- PRE I-- AOC f-<~

~
L F F

~
LUM· ECLPF

SOUNDTRAP ~ -LUMINANCE ECLNOTCH

1DELAY- correction I--

1 control I
VIDEO

DAC
I

VIa
(+ so

Figure 23: Blockdiagram of digital filter processing.



The I inear phase soundtrap

A blockdiagram of this filter is given. The real ization is the
same as before. The maximum length of the filter is 40 taps
(20 different coefficip.nts). In the filter select switch the first
position is used for skipping the soundtrap. The delay correction
is then done by tapping the signal almost halfway the latching part
in the LFF.

ADDER

figure 24: Blockdiagram of I inear phase soundtrap.
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The linear phase luminance not~h and chroma pass filter

The filter configuration is the same as for the LF-soundtrap.
The latch and add part before multipl ication is used for both
luminance notch and chroma pass filter. Only the coefficient
multipl ier and output adder is double real ized. Both fi Iters
have a maximum length of 16 taps. Again four different sets of
coefficients can be stored.

ADDER OU
CHROI'1A

ADDER

T

T

~ CR(7) )xC CR(8)

~ LU(7) )x( LU(8)

o
LUflIINANCE

Figure 25: Blockdiagram of the combination of the luminance
notch and the chroma pass fi Iter.
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3.5. The luminance processing

The blockdiagram of the luminance processing is shown in fig. 26
on the next page. Both digitally and analog filtered luminance
signals need an equal izing delay because of the already mentioned
delay in the colour difference signals processing. Therefore the analog
luminance signal must be converted to digital with correct pre
filtering. After the selection between analog and digital luminance
input, the automatic luminance delay is performed.
The next possibil ity of processing is the luminance combing. Therefore
a I inear phase LPF is real i2ed (maximum 7 taps). The low-frequency
information is substracted from the total luminance signal. The high
frequency part is then combed with one delay I ine. Hence combing has no
effect for PAL or SECAM. only for NTSC. The low-frequency part is then
added to the combed high frequency ~art. In the circuit diagram on
page 47 the real ization of the combing is shown. 5Jnce the LF LPF has a de
la~the direct luminance signal has to be delayed exactly the same time
before substraction. After the combing the analog luminance signal is
formed and fed to the matrix after post-filtering. The matrix trans-
forms the luminance and the colour difference signals to R, G and B.
These outputs can drive the monitor. The matrix needs a control pulse
which is generated in the Sync-circuit from the delayed S-pulse.
The matrix also includes three control functions: saturation, bright
ness (black-level) and contrast.
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Figure 27: Circuit diagram of luminance combing.
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3.6. Clock processing

The crystal frequencies, used in the PAL and NTSC decoders for the
regeneration of the subcarrier frequency, are detected and converted
to a digital blockform by means of a comparator. The selection can
be made between the crystal frequencies from the reference decoder
part or from the analog decoder part. The used crystal frequency in
the PAL decoders is twice the subcarrier frequency of PAL. (In the
PAL decoder this frequency is divided by two and then locked to the
burst). The crystal frequency of the PAL decoders is multipl ied by
two. The NTSC crystal frequency has the same frequency as the NTSC
subcarrier and is multipl ied by 4 in a phase locked loop.
The third frequency used is 18 MHz which can be locked to both the
I inefrequencies. The total clock processing is shown on this page.

Summary of clock frequencies:
- 14.3 MHz = 4 times the NTSC subcarrier frequency
- 17.7 MHz = 4 times the PAL subcarrier frequency
- 18.0 MHz = 1152 times the I ine frequency of PAL and SECAM or

1144 times the I ine frequency of NTSC.

_

_PA_L----J~rv..nn.JECODER
A

PAL
DECODER

R

x2 17.7MHz

s
x4 E

L .I.
E CLOCK

PLL 14.3JY1Hz OUT

C
T

.:r.NTSC
DECODER

R

NTSC
DECODER

A

Line puls

PLL 18.oMHz

Figure 28: Blockdiagram of the clock processing.
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3.7. Possibil ities of parameter choice

Analog processing
- Analog soundtra9 selection

Flesh control of NTSC decoders
De-emphasis of SECAM-reference decoder
De-emphasis of SECAM-analoq decoder
Circuit cloche of SECAM-analog decoder
Identification: automatic or manual

in/out
in/out
in/out
in/out
in/out
lout of 5

Colour difference signals processing
- Se Iect ion between analog or reference decoder part an/ref
- PRE-LPF 1 out of 4
- Selection between analog or digital decode r pa rt dig/an
- PRE-LFF: off-position and 7 filters as programmed 1 out of 8

(maximum 16 taps and 4 sets)
- Combing on colour difference signals in/out
- POST-LFF: off-position and 7 fi I ters as programmed 1 out of 8

(maximum 16 taps and 4 sets).
- POST-LPF out of 4
- Deviding of central input clock by 1 , 2, 4 or 8 out of 4
- Deviding of sample clock by 1 , 2, 3,or 4 out of 4
- Increasing of I ine delay clock by 1 , 2, 3 or 4 out of 4

Digital filter processing
- PRE- LPF for video, with or without sound, input out of 5
- Linear phase soundtrap f i Iter out of 8

off position and 7 filters as programmed
(maximum 40 taps and 4 sets)

- Li nea r phase luminance notch 1 out of 8
8 filters as prograrrmed (max i mum 16 taps and 4 sets)

- Linear phase chroma pass f i Iter 1 out of 8
8 filters as programmed (maximum 16 taps and 4 sets)

- Chroma POST-LPF 1 out of 4

lout of 4
an/dig
2 pushbuttons

lout of 8
sets)

in/out
lout of 5
3 potentiometers

Luminance processing
- PRE-LPF

Selection analog or digital luminance filtering
Luminance delay control for increasing and
decreasing of the delay
Linear phase LPF
8 filters as programmed (maximum 7 taps and 4
Luminance combing
POST-LPF
Brightness, contrast and saturation control

Clock processing
- Selection of clock from reference or analog

decoder part
- Selection of clock frequency: 14.3, 17.7 or

18.0 MHz.

an/ref

lout of 3
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4. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

4.1. Luminance notch

The 1inear phase luminance notches are discussed per system.
The PAL luminance notch is extensively discussed. For SECAt1 and
NTSC only a short discussion is given.

PAL

In the choice of the luminance notch a compromise must be made between
the suppression of the subcarrier by about 26 dB and its sidebands and
the undesirable attenuation of the luminance components close to the
subcarrier. A large attenuation of these luminance components gives a
loss in definition of the picture on the monitor. A very narrow notch
gives high spikes in the luminance signal at horizontal colour tran
sients. This accentuates the zipper effect caused By the subcarrier
offset in the luminance signal at these transients.

In analog filtering, deep sharp notches cause group delay distorsion
and a compromise must be made between the width and the depth of
the notch and the group delay distorsion. In LFF, there is no group
delay distorsion, but a narrow notch gives a long impulse response.
In the LFF design used here there is often a total suppression of the

,subcarrier frequency due to a zero of the frequency response at this
subcarrier frequency. The only relevant parameters are the width of the
notch and the ripple in the passband. The ripple is kept at a constant
value of + 1 dB. Four filters with different width of the notch have been
real ized.-The frequency response is measured from the video (+sound)
input to the y-input of the matrix. The sample-frequency is 17.7 M~lz,

no pre-filtering and a second order POST LPF with a cutoff frequency of
6 MHz are used. The corresponding impulse response is shown. The 2T-pulse
response is also measured (with a 20 MHz bandwidth oscilloscoopl. The
analog luminance notch with its 2T-pulse response is also given. The four
LFF are compared with the analog filter in tRe table and figure on
page 56. The zipper effect is demonstrated on page 57.
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Lum i nance notch 1 (6 taps).

Frequency response

0-H-H+H=*=I:::-'+-+--++-H--4-+--i--i--1H-i++++++-l+h-+--l-l-+-l
I-+.+--+-l-+--+-...l...-l"':::!'--,~:"I'-:.. . ,.-+-'-t4-l-+-+-+-H--H--H-+-+-+-+-T4-H--+-l--+-1
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_ 60 I----'--+-+-l-t n f .-t- -r T -t++-H , •H+

6.0 B~O' 10.0

Filter coeff ic i ents

h (1) = -0,208639 = h(6)
h(2) = 0,497110 = h(5)
hO) = 0,281670 = h(4)

2T-pulse response

Horz.: 200 ns/div.

Vert.: uncall ibrated

Input Output
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Luminance notch 2 (8 taps).

Frequency response
1 n

!

_sn ,

a

Filter coefficients

h(l) = -0,547535
h(2) = -0,238550
h(3) = 0,455832
h(4) = 0,270381

2T-pulse response

6.0

E - 1 = h(8}
= h(7}
= h(6}
= h(5)

Harz.: 200 ns/div.

Vert.: uncall ibrated

Input Output
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Luminance notch 3 (12 taps).

Frequency response
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Filter coefficients

h (1) =
h(2) =
h(3) =
h(4) =
h(5) =
h(6) =

2T-pulse response

-0,339535
0,262291

-0,334338
0,339434
0,251582
0,356503

E - 2

E - 1

= h(12)
= h(ll)
= h(10)
= h(9)
= h(8)
= h(7)

Horz.: 200 ns/div.

Vert.: uncall ibrated
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Luminance notch 4 (16 taps).

Frequency response

8.06.02.0
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Filter coeff ic i ents

h (1) = 0,718952 E - 1 :z h (16)
h(2) = -0,293801 :z h (15)
h (3) = 0,230585 :z h (14)
h(4) = 0,931525 E - = h(13)
h(5) := -0,261407 = h (12)
h(6) = -0,613329 E - = Ii (11)
h (7) := 0,339836 = h (1O)
h(8) = 0,329104 = h(9)

2T-pulse response

Horz.: 200 ns/div.

Vert.: uncal 1ibrated

Input Output
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The analog luminance notch.

Frequency response
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Table 3: Suppression of frequencies in dB for the luminance notches,

frequency 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.25 4.75 5.0
in MHz

luminance
~4.0 -8.0 -15 -22 -19 -14

notch 1

luminance -1.5 -5.0 -12 -20 -16 -12notch 2

luminance -0.5 -1.5 -8.0 -15 -11 -7.0
notch 3

luminance -0.5 0.0 -3.5 -10 -11 -1.5notch 4

analog
luminance -3.5 -6.5 -13 -20 -14 -9.0
notch

Figure 29: Graphics of attenuation of the frequency components
close to the subcarrier.

x: luminance notch 1
, , luminance notch 2
0: II II 3
t5.: II II 4
c: analog luminance notch
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Demonstration of the zipper-effect

Two extreme situations are given.
Figure 30 shows the effect for luminance notch 1, and figure 31
shows the effect for luminance notch 4 which is a very narrow
notch. The EBU colour bar was used as input signal for both pictures.
The zipper-effect of the analog luminance notch is almost equal to
the luminance notch 2.

Figure 30: Response on EBU colourbar with luminance notch 1

Figure 31: Response on EBU colourbar with luminance notch 4.
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NTSC

When the I inear phase NTSC luminance notch is clocked with four
times the subcarrier frequency of NTSC, then the LF luminance
notch for PAL can be used. Both have the same normal ised frequency
characteristic and the same function. The }mpulse response wil I be
longer for NTSC because of the lower clock frequency but will have
the same shape. The 2T-pulseresponse for NTSC takes about 1.6 us
for luminance notch 4, for PAL this is 1.3 Us. The shape is the same
owing to a wider 2T-pulse for NTSC because of the lower bandwidth
for the video signal.
In figure 32 the 2T-pulse response is given under the same conditions
as for PAL.

Harz.: 200 ns/div.

Vert.: uncall ibrated

Input Output

Figure 32: 2T-pulse response for NTSC with luminance notch 4
and clock-frequency of 14.3 MHz.
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SECAM

As explained earl ier
SECAM has a subcarrier that is modulated in frequency. The frequency
of the subcarrier can vary between 3.9 and 4.75 MHz.
The extreme frequencies have a large ampl itude because of the chroma
pre-emphasis. A narrow notch wi II only reduce the components which fal I
within that notch. The cross luminance is then depending on the colour
of the picture. When luminance notch 4 is used. yel low and green sub
carrier frequencies. that are in the extreme situation 4.0 and 4.1 "Hz,
(EBU colourbar and DS I ine~are only respectively 3 and 5 dB suppressed.
The corresponding response on the EBU colourbar after luminance notch 4
is shown in the next figure. The second problem is that the subcarrier
is also transmitted during black or white parts of the picture.
This unmodulated subcarrier frequency changes I ine sequential between
4.250 and 4.406 MHz. Both frequencies need to be suppressed with about
26 dB. Luminance notch 2 gave almost the same performance as the analog
luminance notch for PAL and SECAM.

Figure 33:

Input

Output

= EBU colourbar
= EBU colourbar after

luminance notch 4
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Conclusion

Comparing the four 2T-pulse responses of the 1inear phase luminance
notches (LN) shows that the LN-3 and LN-4 have poor response.
LN-3 suffers from undershoot in the step response and LN-4 has a
too long impulse response, both give sharpness loss. LN-l has an
impulse response that equals the input pulse very good. LN-2 has
piking and that increases the sharpness of the picture in subjec
tive measurements. In the table 3 and fig. 29 on page 56 can be
seen that LN-2 is a good approximation of the analog luminance
notch. Therefore LN-2 has the same performance for the zipper
effect and the SECAM subcarrier rejection as the analog filter.
When the luminance notch only is used for PAL, then perhaps a
luminance notch with 9 or 10 taps gives better definition for the
higher luminance frequency components. For a PAL/SECAM combination
the LN-2 offers the best compromise, expecially when the zero in the
frequency response is set between 4.25 and 4.43 MHz in stead of
exactly 4.43 MHz. In a PAL/SECAM/NTSC concept, the same filter
can be used by using the same multiple of the subcarrier frequency
as clockfrequency.
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4.2. Sound reject filter

The sound reject filter specifications are strongly depending on
the system concept that is chosen. At first an exact prescription
of the fi Iter function has to be made. This is not yet done.
Only two extreme situations are shown. A simple filter is implemented,
that only rejects the 5.5 and 5.75 MHz soundcarriers. The second
filter rejects al I the soundcarriers in the range of 5.5 to 6.5 MHz.
Both filters are specified for a clockfrequency of 17.7 MHz. The
normal ised frequency responses are shown for both filters. The fre
quency responses are calculated from the corresponding impulse res
ponses by means of a computer program. Then two combinations of the
sound reject filter with the luminance notch are shown. One shows
the longest impulse response with its corresponding frequency res
ponse. The other shows the shortest impulse response with its corres
ponding frequency response. The shortest one has hardly any definition
for the higher frequency components in the video signal. The longest
one only reduces the 5 MHz component by 4 dB, but this filter gives
an unacceptable picture because of the long impulse response.
Finally, the analog situation is represented with it 2T-pulse
response.

Conclusion

The sound reject filter has extreme specifications. The video bandHidth
hardly should not be affected and the soundcarrier must be repressed by mi
nimum 40 dB. A slope of 40 dB in 0,5 MHz must be real ized for PAL-BIG.
This gives rise to a long impulse response. When the sound reject filter
approximates a LPF, then the impulse response is decreasing at both sides
of the input pulse. A longer impulse response is then acceptable. Also
to bear in mind is that the total ripple in the passband is the sum
of the ripples in each filter under worst case conditions.
This can be seen in luminance notch 4 and sound reject filter 2 for
2.5 MHz. More investigation need to be done when the sound reject
filter has to be real ized as a I inear phase filter.
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Sound reject f i Iter 1 (20 taps)

Impulse response:

h(1) = -0.492850 E - 1 = h(20)
h(2) = 0.231144 E - 1 = h( 19)
h (3) = 0.473557 E - 1 = h (18)
h(4) = -0.101709 E + 1 = h(17)
h(5) = -0.702342 E - 1 = h( 16)
h(6) = -0.378306 E - 2 = h( 15)
h(7) = 0.204891 E - 1 = h( 14)
h(8) = -0.113777 E + 0 = h( 13)
h(9) = 0.829079 E - 1 = h (12)
h(10)= 0.499343 E + 0 = h(11)

Frequency response:
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Sound rej ect filter 2 (40 taps)

Impulse response:

h(1) = -0.132618 E - 1 = h(40)
h(2) = 0.643426 E - 1 h(39)
h(3) = -0.405205 E - 1 = h(38)
h(4) = 0.510411 E - 1 = h(3n
h(5) = -0.648433 E - 1 = h(36)
h(6) = 0.786968 E - 1 = h(35)
h(7) = -0.602979 E - 1 = h(34)
h(8) O. 126487 E - 1 h(33)
h(9) = O. 197914 E - 1 = h(32)
h(10)= -0.878960 E - 2 = h(31)
h(11)= -0.110562 E - 1 = h(30)
h(12)= -0.104300 E - 1 = h(29)
h(13)= 0.541376 E - 1 = h(28)
h(14)= -0.439707 E - 1 = h(2n
h(15)= -0.359471 E - 1 = h(26)
h(16)= 0.844499 E - 1 = h(25)
h(17)= -0.377414 E - 2 = h(24)
h(18)= -0.129631 E + 0 = h(23)
h(19)= 0.685293 E - 1 = h(22)
h(20)= 0.523936 E + 0 = h(21)

Frequency response:
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Luminance notch 1 and sound reject filter 1

Frequency response:
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Luminance notch 4 and sound reject filter 2

Frequency response:
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Analog luminance notch and analog sound reject filter

Frequency response:

I
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4.3. Chroma pass filter

This filter is hardly investigated. Only one significant effect
is demonstrated here. This effect is caused by an asymmetric chroma
pass filter around the subcarrier frequency. This gives distorsion
at the slopes of the colourdifference signals. A symmetrical chroma
pass filter does not guarantee colourdifference signals without
distorsion. This is also depending on the sound reject filter res
ponse. especially the ripple of the sound reject filter in the chroma
pass range.
In the next figure the total response for a combination of a sound
reject filter with a chroma pass filter is given for PAL. The corres
ponding output of the PAL decoder is shown on the next page. For PAL
the polarity of the distorsion changes I inesequential and is el imi
nated by the combing of the colourdifference signals as can be seen
also on the next page. For SECAM however the polarity of the distor
sion is always the same and is very good noticeable. especially in
horizontal changes in coloured area's.

10 Ti,irn-rrTTiiT'TTT""IrT"iT"T"1"rT'T"i......T""T""T'"'T......rT"T""T'-r"'l-l

- 40 ++++-,++-H-lIf-+++++H-++-HH-+++4---H--H++H+H-+H--+t1I-t-~

- 50 +-f-++:-H-+H+f-+-H-+-+-++I-++-++-l-H-HH-I+I--H-+-t+l--++I-+-J-+...j

o

~igure 34: Frequency response of chroma pass and sound reject filter.
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Figure 35: Output of digital prefiltered PAL-decoder
with total frequency response on previous page.

Figure 36: Output of the colourdifference signals after
combing. Samplefrequency is 8.8 MHz with a
second order pre-LPF and first order post-LPF.
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4.4. Baseband delay lines

With these delay I ines, the combing function is real ized by averaging
two succeeding I ines. This averaging suppresses frequency components
with a half I ine frequency offset. The combing effect is demonstrated
in the next figure. The combing depth is about 60 dB.
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Figure 37: Frequency response of the combing function.

Three parameters are important in the real ization of the baseband
delay's:

- The choice of the clockfrequency and its relation with the frequen
cies in the decoder available.

- The pre-low-pass filtering which should be as minimal as nossible.
- The post-low-pass filtering which should also be a minimum.

Al I three parameters have great influence on each other.
The low-pass filters used in the Real-Time Simulator are given in
fig. 38 in the combination in which they occur often.
These frequency responses are measured from the analog colour diffe
rence signals input before the pre-low-pass filtering to the analog
signal output after the post-low-pass filtering. The sample-hold
output of the DA-converter performs an extra filtering. The fre
quency response of this sample-hold output is:

The sample-hold filter response is depending on the clockfrequency
and will change when the clockfrequency changes.
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Figure 38: Frequency responses of colourdifference signals processing
Sample frequency is 8.37 MHz
a. response with second order pre-filtering and first order

post-filtering
b. second order pre-LPF and no post-LPF
c. first order pre-LPF and no post-LPF
d. no pre- and post-filtering (only sin(x)/x filtering of

the DAC).

In table 4 several clockfrequencies are ~iven, together with the
desired pre- and post-low-pass filtering and risetime. The choice
of the filtering is made by subjective measurements with real time
pictures at the monitor. The risetime is measured from the green
magenta slope of the EBU-colourbar. SECAM has I imited slopes for large
jumps in colourdifference signals. Therefore the risetime of the green
magenta slope will be longer. For short jumps in the colourdifference
signals the risetime will have about the same value as the risetime
of the slopes in demodulated PAL colourdifference signals. When two
post-LPF are given, the influence of the highest order LPF could only
be seen on the oscil loscoop and not on the screen. The used colourdif
Ference signals come from the reference decoder part.
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sample system number of order of order of risetime remarks
frequency delay pre-low- post-low- at

sections pass pass output
(MHz) filtering filtering (ns)
8.87 PAL 568 0 0 600 PAL subcarrier

sECAM 568 2 0 900 locked
frequency

NTsC 564 1 0 650
1 750

4.43 PAL 284 Q 0 600
1 700

sECAM 284 2 0 1000
1 1200

NTsC 282 1 0 700
1 800

2.22 PAL 142 0 1 800 bad horizontal
sECAM 142 2 1 1300 definition

in
NTsC 141 1 1 900 coloured area's

9.00 PAL 576 0 a 600 line locked
1 700 frequency

sECAM 576 1 1 1100
NTSC 572 2 0 600

1 700

4.50 PAL 288 1 0 700
1 800

SEC AM 288 2 0 1100
1 1100

NTsC 286 2 0 650
1 800

2.25 PAL 144 1 0 800 interfering
1 850 vertical stripes

SEC AM 144 2 0 1300 in horizontally
1 1300 changing coloured

area's
NTsC 143 2 0 700

1 750

14.3 PAL 916 0 0 500 NTsC subcarrier
sECAM 916 2 0 1000 locked

frequency
NTsC 910 2 0 600

1 750

7.16 PAL 458 1 0 600
1 800

SEC AM 458 2 0 1100
1 1100

NTSC 455 2 a 600
1 750

3.58 PAL 229 2 0 650
1 800

SEC AM 229 2 0 1100
1 1100

NTsC 228 2 0 600
1 800
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An extra investigation is made concerning the sampl ing of the PAL colour
difference signals with 2.22 MHz and 4.43 MHz. The frequency res-
ponses are measured for several filter possibil ities, together with
the corresponding risetimes.

- ~~~Q!lQg_~i!b_~~~~_~~~

The -3dB frequency is about 750 kHz for both the situations shown
in the next figure. The influence of the pre-filtering on the
risetime can be neglected. For a second order prefiltering and no
post-filtering, the risetime at the output of the colourdifference
signals processing is about 650 ns with a jitter of 400 ns. The
jitter is caused by the change in sample moment each line.
First order low-passing of the output reduces the jitter to 100 ns
but the risetime becomes 800 ns.

-3D f b
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Figure 39: Frequency responses of PAL colourdifference signals
processing with a clock frequency of 2.22 MHz and
first order post-LPF with zero pre-filtering (a) or
second order pre-filtering (b).
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The -3dB frequency becomes about 1.2 MHz when no postfiltering
is used in combination with second order pre-LPF.
The corresponding risetime is 650 ns with a jitter of 150 ns.
Using the first order post-LPF gives a risetime of 750 ns with
50 ns jitter, but the -3dB frequency is reduced to 900 kHz.
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Figure 40: Frequency responses of PAL colourdifference signals
processing with 4.43 MHz clockfrequency without pre
orpost-LPF' s (a).
In b, a digital I inear phase LPF with 50 dB
suppression of frequency components above 0.25 o f = 1.1 MHz
is inserted. s

From the previous results can be concluded that:
1. the use of a 2.22 MHz clockfrequency gives large risetimes

(800 ns) or a lot of jitter (400 ns) in horizontal chnnges
in colour,

2. a I ine locked clock of 2.25 MHz gives vertical stripes in the
co lou rba r,

3. a higher sample frequency hardly reduces the pre-filtering, so
clockreduction has almost no benefits. This can be explained by
examination of the output spectra of the decoders. They have
frequency components at the subcarrier frequency and at twice
the subcarrier frequency. Better results can be expected from
a filter "inte9rating'! over one clockperiode. This gives a
sin(TIf/f )/(TIf/f ) attenuation at the input.s s
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Clock increasing

This can be done by inserting samples with zero value or by
inserting samples with the same value (see page 39).
Insertion of samples with zero value gives an ampl itude loss by
6 dB. Insertion of samples with the same value has the same effect
at the output as no clockincreasing at all. Low-pass filtering of
the in clock frequency increased signal gives an interpolation of
the slopes and results in better transients especially when low
sampl ing rates are used before clock increasing. The depth Qf the
LF-LPF is not investigated but overshoots in the transients must
be as minimal as possible since the eye is very sensitive for
small changes in highly saturated colours.
The next figure shows the frequency responses for the two ways
of clock increasing. The frequency responses are measured with a
network analyzer.
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Figure 41: Frequency responses showing the effects of clock increasing.
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sample
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samp Ie

a. Frequency response for 4.43 MHz
b. Frequency response for 2.22 MHz
c. Frequency response for 2.22 MHz

with a factor two.
d. The same as c. but with a 1 inear-phase post-filter (same LF-LPF as

shown in fig. 40).
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5. CHARGE TRANSFER DEVICES

5.1. Introduction [12,13,14]

They have been invented at Phil ips Research Laboratories (Sangster,
1966) and, independently, at Bell Telephone Laboratories (Boyle and
Smith, 1970). In a CTD an analog signal is sampled and the samples
are converted to an amount of charge related to the ampl itude of the
sample. The charge packet is stored and transfered in a clocked
shift register mode underneath a periodic electrode structure that
forms an array of storage gates (see figure 44). The main applications
are: (variable) delay I ines, (programmable) fi lters, memories and
self-scanning sensor arrays. A variety of types are known.
- BBD = Bucket Brigade Device
- SCCD = Surface Charge Coupled Device
- BCCD = Burried Channel Charge Coupled Device
- P2CD = Peristaltic Charge Coupled Device

P CCD = Profiled Peristaltic Charge Coupled Device
- JCCD = Junction Charge Coupled Device.

In chapter 2.2. the principle of operation has been given. It repre
sents the first real ized forms, however the quality of these "CTD II

was strongly depending on the spread of the used elements.
The operation of the types mentioned above is different. The charge
is stored underneath a gate. For the transport of this charge an
extra gate is necessary. The charge packets have to be seperated
from each other, therefor a third gate is necessary. This system is
called a 3-phase system. Several kinds of 3-phase systems are known.
In practice often a 4-phase system is used. This sympl ifies the
lay-out of the CTD because a 2-layer technology for connection of
the gates can be used. Then it is also possible to transport double
the amount of charge by using two gates for storage instead of one.
In filters the fourth gate is often used for non-destructive detection
of the charge packet by integration of the image charge on the gate.

Before explonation of the CTD-types some important aspects are intro
duced.
- Transfer efficiency (n): This is the fraction of the charge that

is shifted to the next cell of the shift register. It is very impor
tant that the charge is completely transfered (n = 1) however due to
imperfect technology n < 1. Often the transfer inefficiency
(E = 1 - n) is used. Since the transfer of charge needs time, at
higher speeds the time for the transfer becomes too short and the
transfer inefficiency increases.
Transfer speed: As already mentioned the transfer of charge takes
time. For signals with high frequency components and therefor
applying a high clock frequency, a short transfer time is necessary.
Charge handl ing capacity. A large charge handl ing capacity leads to
a large signal to noise ratio (SNR). For video appl ications a SNR
of about 50 dB is desired.
Transfer mechanisms.
1. The intrinsic transfer mechanisms describe the transport of charge

packets for an ideal device and is a measure for the maximum
transfer speed and the charge handl ing capacity. The three impor
tant transfer mechanisms are transport by:
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Self induced drift (self induced field), which is caused by
a gradient in the electron or hole concentration.
Diffusion, which is a slow transfer mechanism.
Externally induced drift (externally induced field) caused by
the external gate pontential.

2. The extrinsic transfer mechanisms defines the transfer efficiency
and are caused by an non-ideal technology (traps at the surface
or in the bulk etc.).

The transfer in a device is often a combination of the transfer mecha
nisms described above. The self induced drift is dominant when the
gate length (L) is much larger than the distance (d) from the gate
electrode to the centre of gravity of the charge packet. When d ~ L,
the externally induced drift dominates.

5.2. BBD (Sangster, 1966)

1. Analog shift register with bipolar transistors.

2 3

V, __L.--_....L-__j--_-+_--JL.--_--J....__j--_ _t_

V
2

l...-_....L- ----'l...-_....L-

Figure 42: The bipolar BBD

The charge is stored at the capacitors. One storage cell consists
of two capacitors and two transistors. When V1 is a positive
volgate with respect to V , the charge is transfered from capa
citor 1 to capacitor 2. T~e transfer stops when the emitter-voltage
of the conducting transistor approaches the base-voltage.
When V2 > V1 the charge is transfered from the even numbered capa
citors to tne next odd numbered capacitors. Because the potentials
at the capacitors remain the same after each transfer, only shifted
one transistor to the right, the charge is totally transfered and
independent of the properties of the elements involved. Only the
base current gives rise to signal attenuation, but this can be
regenerated.

2. The analog shift register with MOS-FETS (Sangster, 1970).
The MOS-FETS are not suffering from signal attenuation caused
by the base current. The transfer stops when the source of the
conducting transistor reaches threshold voltage. Again total
transfer is independent of variations of transistor properties.
However the feedback of drain to source I imits the transfer effi
ciency to 0.999 because it modulates the threshold voltage.
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There are several possibil ities to reduce this influence.
One of them is to decrease the dope of the N-type area's in
such a way that the transfer stops before threshold voltage
is reached.

a

Vz~----P----........-----,
b

Q

Figure 43: A MOS-BBD (a) with a cross section (b)

Both types have a transfer inefficiency under bias-conditions
that is proportional to the square of the frequency for high
frequencies and constant for low frequencies.

~~2!:!H2

For bipolar BBD's a transfer efficiency of 0.999 at a frequency
up to 30 MHz has been measured (Sangster, 1970-1972).
The charge loss due to the base current was compensated.
For MOS-BBD's in a p-MOS proces with Si-gates with a length of
about 50 ~m and a intergate gap of 4.8 ~m a transfer efficiency
of 0.9998 up to 1 MHz was measured (Sangster, 1972).
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5.3. SCCD (Boyle and Smith, 1969)

In this device transfer of charge packets occurs at the S.-S.02 inter
face and storage and transfer is arranged by moving potential weI Is,
generated by the clocks. A positive voltage on an electrode causes

- vJ

• v, _---........-+---....,

Figure 44: Cross section of a SCCD

a depletion region underneath. This gives a potential well for elec
trons at the S.-S.02 interfaces. When the gate-electrodes are close
together «3 ~~) I then the barriers between the gate disappear and
the transitions will be smooth. The transfer efficiency is reduced by
the interaction of surface states with electrons of the charge packet.
An electron can be captured in the surface state and released in the
next packet. The use of a bias charge reduces the influence of the
surface states. This keeps them filled. The charge handl ing capacity
is large because the charge is stored close to the gate. The main part
of the charge is transfered by the self induced field in a very short
time. The last fraction of the charge is transfered by thermal diffu
sion which is a very slow proces compared to the self induced drift.
This will I imit the clockfrequency.

B-~~~!!~

Kosonocky and Carnes reported in 1973 about their results with SCCD.
With a biascharge of 30% of the charge handl ing capacity they found
n = 0.99995 at 1 MHz and n = 0.9998 at 10 MHz. Risch and Slotboom
reported in 1981 a transfer efficiency of 0.99998 at 20 MHz clock
frequency.

5.4. Bcen (Walden and Kim 1972)

In this device transfer and storage of the charge takes place in a
bulk layer, so there is no influence from the surface states. The
transfer efficiency is now I imited by bulk traps. Their number can
be better control led and is much smaller than of the surface states.
Because of the high drift fields, directly induced by the externally
appl ied gate potentials, deep in the bulk the transfer speed is high
but the charge handl ing capacity is a magnitude of order smaller than
for SCCD. This problem can be overcome by the use of a thin layer device
but this reduces the externally induced drift fields owing to the
shielding effect of the gate above. Nevertheless regarding charge
handl ing capacity and speed, a shallow BCCD can be compared to a SCCD.
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charge pocket

+L..----r---~ ---_-__.J

Figure 45: Cross section of a SCCD.

The SCCD is real ized by implantation of an n-type layer in a
p-substrate. The n-layer is fully depleted when the pn-junction
is reverse biased and the electrode voltage is negative with res
pect to the potential well in the N-layer.
A less positive voltage of the N-layer causes incomplete depletion.
The electron concentration is equal to the ionized donor cocentration.
The depth of the potential well can be controlled by an external vol
tage between gate and substrate.

~~~!JH~

Many investigaters found (1973-1976) n= 0.99999 at a transfer speed
of 25 MHz for shallow SCCD's. The interelectrode gaps have to be kept
small to avoid potential disturbance. Often an overlapping gate tech
nology is used. Deep SCCD's have a transfer speed up to 100 MHz but
the charge handl ing capacity is reduced.

5.5. PCCD (Esser 1972)

The main part of the charge (80-95%1 is stored at the 5.-5.02 interface.
A smal 1 ~art is stored in the bulk layer which is very Ilo~ doped
(5 x 10 1 cm- 3 epi-layer). The transfer of charge happens in a twin
channel mode. The main part is transfered by a high-conducting channel
at the surface. The last fraction is transfered by a weak-conducting
channel deep in the bulk layer where high drift fields exist. The
high charge handl ing capacity of the SCCD is combined with the high
transfer speed of the SCCD. St ill the i nfl uence of the surface states
1imits the transfer efficiency.

charge pocket

6-----........----...-- ."
P-------,.--+------,--+-- 0

~.:::.:....------_I
i

~~y~------------J {-
Figure 46: Cross section of a PCCD.
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For this device two transfer mechanisms are important.
The main part of the charge (at the S. - S.02 interface) is trans
fered by self induced drift. This maiA part IS transfered in a frac
tion of the total transfer time. The remaining part of the charge
is transfered by the externally induced field. This transfer takes
place at a depth d and takes most of the transfer time. From the point
of vieuw of transfer rate this device acts as if all charge is trans
fered at the pinch off depth d. From the point of vieuw of the charge
handl ing capacity this device acts as a SCCD.

B~~!:!H~

Esser (1974) measured a transfer efficiency of 0.9998 at a rate of
135 MHz for an electrode length of 7.5 ~m and a bulk layer of 1.8 ~m.

Increasing the bulk-layer thickness to 4.5 ~m and decreasing the dope
in the bulklayer with a factor of two, the transfer efficiency impro
ves to a value of 0.99995. The charge handl ing capacity decreases by
a factor of two under these conditions. In both cases bias charge was
used.

5.6. p2CCD (Esser, 1973)

Now the main part of the charge is stored in a high capacitance layer
almost at the S. - S.02 interface. This extra layer is highly doped

3 I I
(10 17 cm- ) and very thin (0,2 ~m). The device does not suffer from
surface states. This device is again a twin-channel mode device with
the advantages of the PCCD (high speed and large charge handl ing
capac i ty).

charge pocket

pol Y- 5, r----.,;+---+---+----,---,---+---O ~1

Figure 47: Cross section of P2CCD.

The device is real ized o~ a p-type substrate with a low doped
N2-epilayer (about 5.10 1 cm-3~7witb3a depth of 4.5 ~m. The implanted
top-layer is highly doped (10 cm).
Again the pn-junction is reverse biased. The main part of the charge
is st~red in the thin N1-layer which determines the charge handl ing
capacity.
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Results-------
Esser and Peek (1976) measured a transfer effrciency of 0.99998 at a
clockfrequency of 135 MHz. The electrode length was 7.5 um. The mrnimum
cell-length for a 3-phase system was about 25 um but for present I itho
graphic standards can ~2 red~ced by a factor of two. For thrs devrce a
top-layer dose of 2.10 cm- was used whrch results rn a charge hand-
I ing capacity of 1,2.10 12 el .cm-2 .
In 1979 Soudewijns measured a transfer effrciency of 0.999999.
The dark current was about 1 nA.cm- 2 . (Strongly depending on the tempe
rature of the device).

5.7. JCCD (Schuermeyer, 1972) C!.2l
In these devices a mos-capacitor is replaced by a reverse biased
pn-junction. Thrs device can be seen as a SCCD. The charge is stored
in the N-Iayer between the two depletion layers caused by the reverse
biased pn-junctions.

gat! !mitter base gate gate gate

j \JJ I I I
~ \: p ) \: p ) \: p )

n-Ii~
p-su trate

Figure 48: Cross section of JCCD.

The minrmum cel I length is large compared to the preceding CTD
because the gates can1t be made overlapping. A too large distance
between the gates causes potential disturbance which results in a
low transfer efficiency. For a high transfer speed the charge transfer
must happen deep in the bulk where a high externally induced driftfield
exists. The doop of the substrate must be much lower then in the N-Iayer
and the gate dopant concentration must be much higher compared with the
N-Iayer. The input and output circuitry can be real ized very easily in
a bipolar process. The input is realized with an npn-transistor (an
emitter dope in the gate). The OULPUt circuit is a vertical pnp-tran
sistor with the subtrate as collector. The JCCD can be real ized in a
bipolar proces.
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Wolsheimer (1982) measured a transfer inefficiency of 10- 5 at ~ MHz
clockfrequency. The charge handl ing 2apacity was 5.10 11 el.cm- .
The dark current was about 10 nA.cm- . The devices could operate at a
clockfrequency of 50 MHz. For a 2 um misal ignment tolerance and 5 urn
wide contact holes the minimum cell length is 39 urn in a 3-phase sys
tem (3 urn interelectrode gap).

5.8. fQ~Sl~~lQ~

The highest performance can be achieved with the p2CCO'S. They have the
best transfer efficiency, the highest transfer speed and the best charge
hand1ing capacity. Already many charge transfir devices have been real ized
in P CCO' form. Generally the appl ication of P CCO in video-processing
does not desire extrem requirements to the performance of these devices.
In many appl ications a lower performance is acceptable e.g. a transfer
speed of about 20 MHz is sufficient for video signal processing. When
the exact specifications of the filters and delay 1ines are known,a
choise can be made between the types of CTO's. The availabil ity of a
suitible process for real ization of CTO's is another deciding criterium.
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6. DESIGN RULES AND IC-PROPOSALS

At this moment no exact IC-proposal can be made because
- there is not yet an exact definition of the systems to deal with

and the performance of these systems
- there is not yet a standard proces for the CTD
- there are no exact definitions of the frequency response of the

filters and the acceptable tolerances.
Some test circuits concerning 64 us delay I ines have been implemented
in ICls. The delay I ines operate with a sample frequency of 2.22 MHz
with an integrating input. All test IC's make use of profiled peris
taltic charge coupled devices. Some ICls have built in clockdrivers.
The dissipation of these ICls is about 200 mW. Almost 75% is dissi
pated in the clockdrivers. Their performances was good except for the
bandwidth which was about 700 kHz due to the integrating input and
the sample-hold output.

There are two possibil ities to proceed in the appl ication of CTD.
One starts from a definition of the system draft in which the CTD
are applicated. When this has been done, the clockfrequency(ies)
can be chosen and the filters and delay I ines can be designed. Simu
lation of the designed circuits on the RTS immediately gives the
real-time results on the monitor. If necessary the design can be
changed. As soon as the performance is acceptable, the implementa
tion of the design in an IC can start. When the IC does not satisfy
the expected performance, a new lay-out has to be made and, when
necessary, the design must be changed and simulated again. After
some changes the IC will probably meet the specifications.

Another possibil ity to proceed is to start with the integration of
small test circuits to gain more information about filterreal ization
possibil ities and accuracy, crosstalk of the clockfrequency at the
output, clockdriver dissipation and reduction of the dissipation,
switchable delay's etc. As soon as these devices work properly and
experience is gathered it is possible to start with the design of the
total IC. Again a system definition has to be made and tested on the
RTS.

In both directions IC-proposals will be made to open the discussions
about the appl ication of CTD's, but these fall beyond the scope of
this report.
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7. FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS AND SIMULATIONS

7.1. Expansion of the RTS

- For reduction of the pre-LPF of the baseband delay I ines an integra
ting input could be used. See chapter 4, page 73. This must be veri
fied by simulations.

- The sync delay and the luminance delay have been real ized separately. The
synchronization of the monitor and the matrix could also be derived
from the delayed luminance signal. Then only one automatic delay is
necessary.

- The analog luminance notches have group delay distorsion and are
wide. When a notch with group delay correction is used, a narrow
notch can be used for PAL and NTSC. Line-sequential switching of the
centre frequency of the notch wil I give sufficient suppression of the
chroma information in the luminance signal for SECAM. This increases
the definition of the picture for the analog luminance processing.
This gives a better representation of the situation nowadays.

- Circuit cloche and the If-de-emphasis filters in a SECAM decoder
can be realized in a discrete-time form. In the future these will
be simulated too.

- The bipolar decoder parts for PAL, NTSC and SECAM in the RTS can be
interchanged for digital decoders to investigate complete digital
decoding.

- The use of a table look-up multipl ier with PROMls in the finite
impulseresponse filters involves a long preparation time. Only four
different filters can be demonstrated with one set of PROM's. A care
ful selection of the filters to be real ized has to be made. The use of
high speed RAM's together with a ~-processer instead of PROM's gives
the possibil ity to simulate each filter immediately by software pro
gramming.

7.2. Investigation of technological aspects

Many proposals have been made concerning in and output circuits of CTD
L12, 13, 14, 16, 17J. The I inearity, noise performance, chip area,
dissipation and crosstalk of the sample clock must be investigated
for each type of CTD. This has a great influence on the choice of
the type of CTD.

- Also very important is the clock driver dissipation which ~hould

be as low as possible. Clock drivers in a C~OS-proces will have reduced
Dower dissipation because these drivers do not need dc-current.

- There are many possibilities to realize filters with CTD L15, 16, 17, 18J.
Some of them make use of spl it-electrode configuration, other make use
of non-destructive detection in a tapped delay I ine configuration.
It is also possible to ~arry out multipl ication, addition and delayin~ in
the charge domain by using weighted channel width inputs with proper
delay. The latter is favourable because only one input- and one output
circuit is necessary and the processing in the charge domain is very
accurate. The performance of each type of filterreal ization must be
investigated,combined with the necessary chip area.
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- Still research is done on a proces in which bipolar, most- and
charge transfer devices can be combined. Also research is done
on a proces in which CTO can be real ized together with bipolar
devices (JCCO). As soon as these processes are available, a total
three-system decoder with hardly any peri feral component can be
integrated in one IC.

7.3. Genera I research

- In tv-sets many clockfrequencies are available. These frequencies
and also new clockfrequencies can cause interference due to electro
magnetic radiation. Therefore, the number of clockfrequencies must
be kept as smal I as possible and the clock-wiring must be as short
as possible. Research to clockfrequencies in tv-sets can avoid inter
ference and perhaps reduce the number of components.

- The impulse response of a I inear phase filter is symmetrical and
this causes symmetrical "ringings'l at the output of the filter
during transients. The visibil ity of these "ringings" on the real
time picture must be investigated. The goal is to come to a (set of)
standard pulse(s) (e.g. 2T-pulse) of which the response is given,
together with the acceptable tolerance. This avoids misunderstanding
of the qual ity of the real-time pictures on the monitor.

7.4. Expansion of the software aids

Today, two separate interactive programs for I inear phase filter design
are available. One program calculates the impulse response from
an approximation of the specified filter characteristic. The other
program calculates the frequency response corresponding to a given
impulse response. The design of a LFF often involves the use of both
programs. The programs are not implemented on the same computer,
so the design takes a lot of time. For future developments an inter
active program with the next features would be desirable.
1) The calculation of the impulse response of the equiripple approxi

mation of a filter specified in pass- and stopbands.
2) The generation of the frequency response corresponding to the

calculated impulse response with the possibil ity to change this
impulse response.

3) The calculation of the response on a standard input signal for the
given impulse response.

4) The generation of hard-copy plots of the frequency responses and
input signal responses~ptional).
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APPENDIX 1

DISCRETE-TIME PROCESSING ~

Introduct ion

An analog signal x (t) is sampled at equidistant times nT.
The result is a se~uence of samples (x) whtch are numbered and can be
written as x(n) = x (nT).
For example, the im~ulse in an analog signal corresponds to the unit
sample-sequence o(n) which is defined as

o(n) = { ~ n :F 0

n = 0

These discrete(-time) signals can be processed by multiplying,adding and
delaying of signals. Here I inear time-invariant systems (L.T. I.-systems)
are considered in which only three basic operations are possible.

- Addition: two discrete sequences are added.

- Multipl ication: a discrete sequence is multipl ied with a constant factor

- Delay: a discrete sequence is delayed by one sampl~

x~,---T----,,~ n ) = x ( n-1 )

With these three elements each discrete-time linear time-im'a,iant system
can be built up.
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The difference equation

A general L.T. I.-system can be described by its state-variables.

x n -----G>-- yen)

state equations

Figure 49: Mth-order L.T. I.-system

This is demonstrated for the Mth-order system (t1 delays)
shown above.

V(n} = A V(n-1) + B x(n) }
y(n) = C V(n-1) + D x(n)

A - (:J·B ~ ( ~) • C = ( .... ). 0 - sea Ia r

Mx M

The goal is to come to an equation which only contains y(n) (and it delay's)
and x(n) (and it delay's). This can be achieved by el iMinating the ViS.

The state equation has M+ 1 variables and 2M unknown variables. Delay
of the total state equation,· together with the original one, gives 2eN + 1)
equations with 3M variables. When the delaying is repeated M times, one obtains
(M + 1)(M + 1) equations and M(M + 2) variables. The v.(n), vi(n-1), .... ,
vi(n - M) can be el iminated which leaves one equation ~ith only
y~n), .... , y(n - M) and x(n), .... , x(n - M}.
This equation has the form of:

y(n) + a 1y(n - 1) + .... + aMy(n - M) = bOx(n) + b1x(n - 11 + .... +bMx (n - M)

M M
or y(n) = - L aky(n - k) + k~O box(n - k) . (2)

k=l

Both equat ions represent the difference equation.
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The response on an input signal x(n)

The system is inactivefor n < 0, so v.(-1) = O. The input signal starts
at n = 0 and is supposed to be causal I (x(n) = 0 when n < 0).
The output y(n) is calculated with the state equations' (1).

v(O) = B.x(O)
v(l) = A~x(O) + Bx(l)
v(2) = A Bx(O) + ABx(l) + Bx(2)

n

v(n) = k~O
k

A Bx (n-k)

Substitution in y(n) gives:

n
y(n) =k~O CA kBx(n-k-l) + D.x(n)

Suppose that the input signal x (n) = 6(n)

y(n) ( h (n) = CAn- 1B , n -F 0= t h (0) = D n = 0

Here h(n) is defined as being the impulse response.
Then equation (3) can be rewritten to

n
y(n) = k~O x(n). h(n-k)

n
k~O h(k)x(n-k) - h(n) * x(n).

The last equation is known as the convolution sum of the impulse
response with the input signal.

In general form the convolution sum is written as

y (n) =
00

Lk=-oo x(n)' h(n-k) = x(n) * h(n).
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A canonic real ization of an Mth order L.T. I.-system

y(n)

Figure 50: A canonic real ization of an Mth-order L.T. I.-system.

Calculation of the transfer function gives:

M M
y(n) = k~O bkx(n-k) - k~l aky(n-k).

This equation is identical to equation (2) and represents an Mth-order
L.T.I.-system.

Fourier transform

One fundamental property of I inear time-invariant systems is that the
steady-state response to a sinusoidal input is sinusoidal of the same
frequency as the input, with ampl itude and phase determined by the system.
Therefore representation of signals in terms of sinusoids or complex
exponentials (i .e. Fourier representation) is very useful. Suppose the
discrete-time input signal is

x(n) = e jnn wherer2 is the radian frequency.

The corresponding output signal is:

ex>
y(n) = L:

k=-ex>
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The last Dart of the right-hand term is defined as H(ej~) and
represents the frequency response.

H(ej r2)
00

= L: h(k)e- jr2k (4)
k=-oo

y(n) = H(ejr2 ) .ejr2n

The frequency response H(e
jr2

) is a periodic function with period 2~.
This can be seen in equation (4). H(e 1r2 ) can be represented by a
Fourier series.
It is now possible to define the Fourier transform of a sequence x(n).

00

n=-oo

- janx(n)e (Fourier transform)

x(n) = _1 j:IT
2~

.~

X(ejr2)ejr2n dr2 (inverse Fourier transform)

The next figure shows the relation between the time representation of
discrete signals and the Fourier representation of these signals.

CD

y(n)=~h(n-k)X(k)

t-----l-~ t k=-&0

Y(ej~= H(ej~'X(ejsq

Figure 51: The relation between discrete-time signals and
their Fourier transform.

The relation between the w in the Fourier representation of analog
signals and r2 in the Fourier representation of discrete signals can
be deduced in the fol lowing way. Consider the analog signal
g (t) = G.cos(wt) = G.cos(2~ft). When this signal is sampled, this
grves g(n) = G.cos(wnT) = G.cos(r2n).
So wT = r2 in which liT ~ f = sample frequency.
The re I at ion is: s

r2 2~flf s
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The Z-transform

The transform is a general ization of the Fourier transform.
The definition is:

00

X(z) = L:
n=-oo

x(n) 1
= 2'lTj

-nx(n)z

,( n-1 dJC X(z)z . z

(Z - trans form)

(inverse Z-transform).

C is a counterclockwise closed contour in the region of conv~rgence

of X(z) and encircl ing the origin of the z-plane. When z ~ eJQ,the
Z-trans form becomes the Four ier transform. I n genera I the Z-t ransform
will converge in a ring-shaped area in the z-plane with R_ < IZI < R .
R_ will be smaller according as x(n) faster approaches zero for n ~~.
Accordin9 R will be larger as x(n) faster approaches zero for n ~-oo.

For causal tignals with finite length R = 00 and R_ = 0 and the unit
circle wil I be in the convergence area.+
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Properties and examples of the Z-transform

Z- t ran s fo rm

Linearity

Sca ling

Shift in time

Differentiation to z

Convolution

In i t i a I va I ue

Final value

Reverse time

Examples

Z{f(n)} = F(z) , Z{g(nl} = G(z)

Z{af(n) + b g(n)}= aF(z) + b G(z)

Z{a n f(n)} = F(z/a)

Z{f(n-k)} -k= z F(z)

Z{nf(r:J)} = -z F I (z)

Z{n(n+ 1)f (n) } = z2 F,, (Z) etc.

Z{f(n)ltg(n)} = F(z)oG(z)

if x(n) is ze ro for n « 0 then

x(o) = lim X(z)
z~

lim f(n) = lim {1 ~z F(Z)}
n~ z-+1
Z{f(-n)} = F(1 /z)

Z{<5(n)} = 1

Z{u(n)} = z/(z-l)
Z{u(n)Z n}= __z__

o z - zo

Z{u(n)cos(~n)}= z(z - cosQ}
z2 - 2zcosQ +

The inverse Z-transform can be made by partial expansion of
the Z-function.

N
F(z) - Q(z) - L

- PTZT -k=l

Each fraction of the term at the right-nand side of equation (5) can be
inversely Z-transformed with the aid of the properties and examples
shown above.
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Sampl ing of continuous signals

x (t) is the analog signala x(n) is the discrete signal

00

X(ej n) = L: x (n)
n=-oo

-jnn
e

00

xa(t) = ~TI f Xa(jw)e jwt dw
-00

In search of the relation between Xa(jw) and X(ejn), it can be deduced that:

00

X(e jn ) 1
L: X (. n + 2TIn)=y a J T

n=-oo
or 00

Xa [j (w + 2~n)JX(e jwT )= .! L:T n=-oo

X(ejn ) is periodic and exist of an infinite sum of components.
Each component is a shifted frequency response of the analog signal.
Shifting takes place over w-distance of n2TI/T = n.w in which w is the
rad ian samp Ie frequency. s s
To avoid al iasing, the input signal bandwidth must be I imited to ~w .s
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Infinite Impulse Response (I IR) filters

These filters have an impulse response with infinite length.
The standard cell is a second order section shown in figure 52.

x(n)

T T yen)

Figure 52: A second order section of an I IR filter.

The corresponding transferfunction in the time-domain is:

In the z-domain this becomes:

H(z) =

Stabi I ity is guaranteed when the poles of the denominator fall within
the circle Izi < 1. This means that a 1 and a 2 must fall within the
stabil ity triangle shown in the next figure.

-2

1

complex poles

-1

2

Figure 53: Stabil ity triangle of second order section.
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The general form of a L. S. I . - system represented in the z-domain is:

M -k
2: bk z

k=OH(z) = a O = (6)
N -1
2: a 1 z

1=0

All the coefficients bk and a l are real. Therefore the function can be
rewritten in products of real and complex-conjungate poles and zero's.
One complex-conjungate pole-pair and one complex-conjungate zero-pair
can be real ized with one second order section. The total transfer
function can be real ized by a number of second order sections in cascade.
This is cal led the cascade real ization of an IIR-filter.
Some of these second order sections can have branches with a coefficient
equal to zero. When the real poles and complex-conjungate pole-pairs
are known, the rational polynomial (6) can be spl it in sum-terms.
This form is suited for paral leI real ization.

Design of r IR-filter.s

1. Ib~_~~~r~QQIQ~_l~_~b~_~Q~!Qg_fl!~~r_~Q~£lfl~~~lQQ.

A transformation of these filters to a discrete form could make use
of the knowledge of the analog filter design. The transformation must
satis~ the next conditions. First, the frequency axis in the p-domain
(jw-axis) must be transformed to the frequency axis in the z-domain
(izi = 1). Secondly, a stable filter in the p-domain (poles with
Re(p) < 0) must be transformed to a stable filter in the z-domain
(poles within Izi < 1). Several transforms are known, only two
are explained here.

a. The bil inear transform.

2 ( z-1 )P=y z+1

.CJ.)
)

i

p-plane

-6

z=2+Te
2-Tp

z-plane

~w='J./T

Figure 54: The bil inear transform.
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There is no I inear relation between \2 and w. It can be calculated that:

2
W ::: T tan (\2/2) (7)

When a filter is specified in terms of \2, this is transformed to a filter
specification in w with formula (7). The analog filter (H (p)) is then
calculated with the aid of the analog filter design technfques. H (p) is
then transformed to the z-domain by substituting a

2 z-l
f(z+l) for p.

b. The impulse-invariance transform.

This transformation is explained and appl icated in appendix 3.

2. f2mQY!~r_~1~~~_~~~!9D_2f_!!~_f!!!~r~

Most of these design techniques use ~inimization of the mean squared
error. The design procedure starts with a specification of the
filter response (H

d
(eJW ) ) prescribed in a discrete set (M) of frequencies

(w.). The mean squared error is defined as
I

Here H(e jW
) is the filter transfer function of a cascade of second order

sections with which the filter specification should be real ized. The error
function is minimized by taking the derivatives of the errorfunction with
respect to each parameter in the real ization form and settin9 these derivatives
equal to zero. This leads to non-I inear equations which can be solved
by an algorithm, for example, the Fletch-Powell method. This design
procedure only deals with the magnitude function and gives an equiripple
approximation. This procedure can be general ized by using a weighted average
of the error. This technique can be appl icated to the magnitude function but
also to the group delay function.

Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters

These filters have an impulse response with finite length. Two configura
tions are known: PISO and SIPO which represents Paral leI in, Serial out and
Serial in, Parallel out, respectively. The transferfunction in the time
domain is:

y(n) ::: h(O)x(n) + h(1)x(n-1) + + h(M)x(n-M).

In the Z-domain this is written as:

M -k -M M k
H(z) :::k~O h(k)z ::: z k~O h(M-k)z .

In many appl ications a constant phase delay, in which al I frequency components
have equal delay, is wanted.
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y(n)

AD DE R

Figure 55: Possible configurations of FIR filters:
PI50(a) and SIPO(b).

y(n)

The general transfer function for a constant phase-delay (d) is:

H(ejO) = H (ejO)e-jdO
r

This is used as a condition for the transfer function of a FIR filter.

H(ejO ) =k~O h(k)e-j~k = Hr(ejO)e-jdO

Hr(ejO ) = k~O h(k)ejO(d-k)

The right side of this equation must be real.
M
k~O h(k)sin(O(d-k) ) = 0 for al I r.

(a sin(k) + b sin(l) =0 when I = -k and a = b).

M MTherefore h(Z - k) = h(Z + k) and d = MIl.

So h (0) = h (M), h (1) = h (M-1), etc.

and h(O) sin(~) + h(M) sin( (I - M)O ) = 0, etc ..

The conclusion is that when a(k) is symmetrical around M/2 the FIR-filter
behaves as a I inear phase filter (LFF) with a delay of M/2 samples.
The frequency response for LFF can be calculated.



M-l M-l

= T h(n)e- jr2n + T h(M_n)e- jf1 (M-n)
n=O - n=O
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- M is odd- even number of taps, h(k) = h(M-k)
M-l
-2-

- jS"2n
L: h(n)e +
o

M
l:

M+l
-2-

h(n)e- jf1n

2h(M-I 
2 n)cos(n(~ - n) ~

- Mis even __ odd number of taps, h(k) = h(M-k)

e-
jaI f(~l + I 2h(}nlCOS(nn}

The design of FIR filters

a. Ib~_g~~lg~_~ISb_~l~gQ~~

The impulse response of a FIR filter must be I imited. This can be
done by truncation of the infinite impulse response of the desired
frequency response (hd(n) ) The use of a window gives a better result.
The impulse response hd(n) is weighted with the impulse response of
the window (w(n)) and tnis gives the impulse response
h(n) = w(n).hd(n) of the FIR filter. There are several windows known:
Rectangular, Bartlett, Hannin~, Hamming, etc. These windows are
described on page 243-255 in LllJ.

b. fQ~E~S~[_~19~9_g~~lg~

Many design techniques are known, the most common used are equiripple
approximation of FIR filters. The procedure is described here for a
LPF, but is in general appl icable to all kind of filters. The sreci
fication of the LPF is given in the next figure.

11-81 .......-------,--

1 - 8, f-----3000.,-L--+-+

rr w

Figure 56: Equiripple approximation of a LPF.
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In some approximation programs M (2M+1 is the filterlength),
01 and 02 are fixed and ws and wp varied to obtain the best approxi-

mation. Parks and HcClel Ian developed an approximation method in
which M, wand ware fixed and 01 and ° varied. From an initial
guess fromSthe p filter specification t~e polynomial which fits
to this guess is calculated. The extrema of this polynomial are
calculated and are used for a second guess for a new polynomial.
A weighted peak error is calculated and the approximation stops when
the weighted peak error does not change any more and the equiripple
approximation is reached. This procedure is represented in figure 57.

Figure 57: Parks- McClellan algorithm for optimum approximation.
The dots represent the initial guess. The extrema (x)
will be used for the second guess.

There are many modifications on this procedure, one of these is used
in the program used here for LFF calculation.
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Appendix 2

Change in sample frequency

1. Sample frequency reduction

This is done by taking equidistant one sample out of R input samples.
This corresponds with a clock frequency reduction by a factor of R.

f y("J=X(Rn), R'N

Figure 58: Symbol for clockfrequency reduction
by a factor of R.

The reduction of sample frequency is only al lowed when no information
is thrown away. Therefore a one-to-one relation must exist between x(n)
and y(n). This relation is investigated in the frequency domain n by
using the Fourier transforms of x(n} and y(n).

y(n)
1 'IT jn jn Rn

= x(Rn) = -- r X(e x)e x dn =2'IT ~'IT X

(n = Rn )
jn IR jn n Y x

X(e y )e y dn
y

Integration is done over R periods in the n -domain and may be
shifted and spl it up in R parts. y

1 R-1 'IT+2k'IT
y(n) = 2TIR k~O !

-'IT+2k'IT

jn /R jn n
X(e y )e y

So:

1 'IT R-1 j(n - 2k'IT)/R jn n
! 1 L: X(e y ) e y dn.

= 2'IT -'IT "R k=O Y

jn 1 R-1 j(n - 2k'IT)/R
Y(e y)=- L X(e y ).

R k=O
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jO
When X(e x) is bandl imited in the interval (;. i). al iasing wi 11
not occure and the input spectrum can be regained after proper
low-pass fi ltering of the output. There is no information lost.

Appl ication: Reduction of the analog pre-filtering.

In fromt of the ADC analog pre-low-pass filtering is necessary to
avoid al iasing. When the analog to digital conversion is done at a
higher rate than is necessary for the input signal. the analog pre
fi ltering can be simpler. The rest of the anti-al iasing filtering is
performed digitally. The procedure is explained in the next figure.

spectra
+- after .....

sampling

xCn)
AOC

!XPlJ ~\.----I--I
W 2W 4W

D Lfrequency
~ responses ...

of analog
PRE-LPF

W~f=2W
s

xaCt) PRE digital

~ 2
xCn)

LPF AOC L P F fs
2f HCej~

s
without clockreduction with clockreduction of factor 2

Figure 59: Demonstration of reduction of analog pre-filtering.
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2. Sample frequency increasing

This is done by adding L-1 samples with zero value between two
succeeding input samples. This corresponds to a clock frequency
increasing by ~ factor of L.

x(n)

f L
n=O, ±L, Z2L, ••

other n's

Figure 60: Symbol for clock frequency increasing by a factor of L.

Again there must be a one-to-one correspondence between the input
spectrum and the output spectrum. This relation is calculated by
using the Fourier transform.

(n=kL)

jwT
Y(e y)

=

00 -jwT n -jwT n
L y(n)e y = L X(2)e y =

n=-oo n=O.~L.!2L._.

00 - jwT Lk
L x(k)e y

k=-oo

00 -jwT k
E x(k)e x . =

k=-oo
=

(LT =T )
'I x

jwT
Y(e y) =So

Because wT = SG
Y

'SG . SGL
y (eJ ) = X(eJ ) •

In the fundamental period of Y. L periods of X appear.
Because the samp Ie frequency of the output signa lis L times the
input sample frequency the output ampl itude will be attenuated by
a factor of L compared to the output ampl itude when no clockfrequency
increasing is used (compare this with the spectral analysis of the
sampl ing of continuous signals in appendix 1). After the clock
increasing an interpolation filter must be used. This filter must pass
the fundamental period of X and suppress the other periods. A linear
phase low-pass filter gives the best results.
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Appl ication: Reduction of the analog post-low-pass filtering.

After the digital to analog conversion a low-pass filter must be
used to suppress the undesired spectral components.
As already mentioned in the Nyquist sampl ing theorem, a low-pass
filter with bandwidth B is neccessary. B must satisfy the condition
W < B < f /2 when the input spectrum only contains components within
the rangeSfrom zero to W. The reduction of the analog post-low-pass
filtering is demonstrated in the next figure.

digital
L P F

x(n DAC POST

LPF
x(n i 2

u ( n) f....L-(-eJ-.Q=-)--'

DAC POST

LPF

y (t)

without clockincreasing with clockincreasing of factor 2

Figure 61: Demonstration of reduction of analog post-filtering.
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APPENDIX 3

The Infinite Impulse Response Real ization of Circuit Cloche.

1. In t roduc t ion

The transferfunction of Circuit Cloche is:

+ 1.26(f/f - f If)
(

0 0H
o

f) = -:------:--:~....,..-::-:..-~;..""...".....
1 + 16(f/f - f If)o 0

, where f = 4.296 MHzo

Transfering H (f) to the p-domain gives
0 22pWo + 1.26(p + w )

Ho (p) = -.:.....----...,....2-~~-
PWo + 16(p + wo)

were p = j.2rrf and Wo = 2rrfo .

This transferfunction is not essent iall y bandl imi ted because

1.26(p2 ·2p.w + + wo) 1.26
1im H (p) 1 im 0

O.=
+ ( 2 )= ----;-6 :f:0

+ 16(p2
p~ ~ p. Wo 0

Therefore H (p) will be sp 1it ina "dc-pa rei and an Ilac- ra rt 'l

by performigg the devision partially.

This results in:

wi th A
1. 26

= ---rb
14.74 PWo

B = 16 and Hdn(p) = -....,2".......-~---=2
16p + pw + 16wo 0

The function Hdn(p) is essentially bandl imited owIng to the fact
that:

the

PWo
Hdn (p) = 1 im 2 2

p~ 16p + pw + 16wo 0

is necessary to spl it Hdn(p) in

1 im
p~

For further calculations it
sum of two poles:

H () _ N + ...---:N~~_
dn p - p - Po ~

P - Po
w

N= 3~ [1 + j. V~J
Po = ;~[-1 + j. V1023J

wi th:
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2. The Impulse Invariance Transformation

This transformation starts with the impulse response h (t) of an analog
filter. This impulse response is sampled at equidistan~ times n.T.
So h(n) = h (nT).

a
From the sampl ing theorem was derived that

H(z)1 =~ kIoo Ha (p+j2; k)

z=epT

This means that stripes with a width of 2n/T in the p-domain will be
transformed to the whole z-plane. This impl ies also that this is not a
conformal transformation from the p-domain to the z-domain.

-3TT T

p-plane

-1

j

z-plane

+1

Figure 62: The mapping from the p-plane to the z-plane by the impulse
invariance transformation

Stabil ity is garanteed because the stable area in the p-domain,
R {p} < 0, is transformed to the stable area in the z-domain, Izi < 1.
Wfien the analog filter is bandl imited (Ha(jw) = 0 for w < f) then

H(z)1 = ~ H (p)
z=ePT a

The methode described here can only be used for essentially bandl imited
filters. Unfortunately, any practical filter will not be bandl imited
and therefore al iasing wil I occur. The frequency response is then
not identical to the analog filter, but only an approximation.
Whether the al iasing is acceptable, can only be checked after the trans
formation.
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The transformation

Given a rational function H (p) that is essentially bandl imited
(1 im H (p) = 0). H (p) canabe spl it in N partial fractions

a ap-+<x>

Ha (p) -J, p ~\k Ak = [(p - Pk)· H,(P)] P • Pk

The inverse Laplace transform gives the impulse res?onse h (tl
N a

ha(t) =k~l Ak·exp(Pkt)U(t)

Sampl ing gives hd(n)

N

hd(n) =k~l

= h (nT)
a

N
Ak·exp(PknT)U(n) =k~l Ak(exp(PkT))nU(n)

)

The Z-transform gives then

H(z)
z - exp(PkT)

The conclusion is that a pole Pk in the p-domain is transformed into
a pole exp(PkT) in the z-domain. The zero's of H(z) are given by the
Pk'S and the Ak's. Therefore it is not possible to speak about a transfor
mation of zero's.

Remarks

- The above procedure produces a digital filter with frequency response

H(ejw) = ~ Ha(jw/T).

For high sampling rates large ampl ification will occur.
To avoid this, normalisation is necessary. This is done by multi
plying H(z) with T. This gives

N TzA k
Hn(z) =k~l z - eXP(PkT)

The corresponding impulse response is then

h(n) = T.h (nT).a

- Starting the design of the time discrete filter from an analog filter
specification (in terms of w) will give reduced influence of al iasing
when a higher sampl ing frequency is chosen.
When the design starts with a digital filter specification (in terms
of ~) then the al iasing does not change whatever sampl ing frequency
is chosen.
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3. Appl ication of the Impulse Invariance Transformation.

Circuit cloche has two complex conjuquated poles which are

p = W
o [

o 32 + j V1023 'J. p. = W
o [- 1 - j \f1023Jo 32

The transferfunction is

Hdn(p)
N N·

= +
P - P •0 P - Po

W

[1 + j/ V1023']wi th N =....£
32

Using the i mpu I se invariance transformation gives

This can be rewritten with p = t + ju and N = r + js too

2r - z-l 2exp(tT) [rcos(uT) + s sin(uT)]
HN(z) = T. 2

1 + z-l exp(tT)2cos(uT) + z- exp(2tT)

This function can be real ized wi th one second order section wi th
transferfunction.

C6 + C5
-1

+ c4 -2z z
HN(z) = -1

C2 -2- C3 z - z

wi th

I C4 = 0

w T w T \f1023)C
3

= 2.exp(- ~2)·cos( ~2

w T
C2 = -exp(- -fb)

+ sin (woT v'i"023132 )1
Vi023 :1
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The corresponding configuration of the second order section is
drawn in fig. 63.

X(z)

-1z -1z Y(z

Figure 63: A second order section of an fIR-filter.

Because C4 = 0, the multipl ier C4 is not necessary.
The function Hd (p) is real ized, but with al iasing. The influence
of this al iasin8 can be seen by calculating the frequency response
of HN(Z).

4. The Total Real ization of Circuit Cloche

Before the appl ication of the impulseinvariance transformation, H (p)owas srI it in two parts

H (p) = A + B.Hd (p).
o n

The structure of the real ization is the same for the p-domain and the
z-domain, but Hdn(p) is only approximately real ized.

A

x
X(z)

B

Figure 64: Total real ization of circuit cloche in p-domain.
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The coefficients A and B will therefore be different.

These coefficients can be calculated by solving the two equations of
the transferfunction in p = 0 and p = j2rrf in the p-domain and

o

z = exp(j2rrflf ), and z = exp(j2rrf If ) in the z-domain,
s f=o 0 s

respectively.

II

= AI + BIH (z)[N . z=exp(j2rrf If )o s

Htot(Z) =

Rewriting of Htot(z) gives:

BI C6 + CS z-l + C4 z-2
= A I +. 1 -2

1 - C3 z- - C2 z

Htot(Z) = AI + B1 C6 + (BICS - A1 C3)z-1 + (B'C4 - AIC2)z-2
1 - C3 z-l - C2 z-2

This is again a second order section:

C6~ + CS~ z-l + C4~ z-2

1 - C3~ z-l - C2~ z-2

With C2~ = C2
C3~ = C3
C4~ = -AI. C2
CS~ = BI . CS - AI. C3
C6~ = BI.C6 + AI

The above procedure to obtain 3 discrete real ization form is not exact
due to al iasing. The influence of al iasing is demonstrated in the next
example. With numerical approximation program's a better real ization
can~be achieved, but these program's were not yet available.

5. Example

A sample frequency f = 4.f = 17.144 MHz is chosen.s 0

With the formula indicated by I the coefficients of HN(z) were
calculated:

C2 = -0,90649
C3 = 0,14609 E - 2
C4 = 0
CS = -0,29941 E - 2
C6 = 0,09817
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Ampl itude, phase and group delay time of HN(z) are calculated and
represented in table 2. Table 1 gives the same parameters for the
original transfer function H (f).
In table 2 is shown that 0

IHN(Z)/ f=o = 0.0499628, and

IHN(z)j f=f = 1.050251.
o

With the equations in II, AI and 6 1 are calculated

AI = 0.032735 6 1 = 0.920985.

The new coeffi.:ient set (C2:1t , ... , C6:1t) can then be calculated

C2* = -0.9064905
C3* = 0.1460855 E - 2
C4* '" 0,0296740
C5* = -0.2805374 E - 2
C6:1t = 0.1231525

Again ampl itude, phase and groupdelay time are calculated for Htot(i)
and represented in table 3.
A graphic is given of the ampl itude and phase performance of the three
significant transferfunctions: Ho(f), HN(z) and Htot(z).

Conclusion:

A time-discrete realization of circuit cloche is possible with a second
order section and a sample frequency of 17.144 MHz. The following
approximations are achieved.
- Approximation of circuit cloche by HN(z) (four multipliers) has an

ampl itude error of maximum 7 percent, a phase error of less than 7
degrees and a group delay error of about 40 ns.
The errors occur along the whole significant range from 3.9 MHz to
4.8 MHz and therefore also at the center-frequency.

- The total approximation of circuit cloche (with five multipl iers)
is better. The maximum amplitude error is 5 percent, the maximum
phase error is 2 degrees and the group delay time has an accuracy of
10 ns. The given errors occur at the edges of the signific~nt band.
For the centerfrequency the approximation is almost correct.
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Table 1: H (f)
0

FUNCTION=CIRCUIT CLOCHE
CENTER FREQUENTIE=4.286 (MHZ)
OUAL I TY FACTOR 01= 1 .26
QUALITY FACTOR 02=16

FREQ (MHZ) \)0 ( V) PH(Oegrees) T(JJS)

0 .137875 9 -.927159318
1 .13882363128 18. 1966675 -.9307364637

OJ .13879692333 23. 1993729 -.0432983135~

'j . 1160 11389 42.5403838 -.0640081150_'

3.3 .141035623 49.5828513 -.8650691354
3.4 . 153837295 51.8922836 -.0629203154
3.5 .170269878 54.0854579 -.0584512895
3.6 .191855477 56.0581937 -.9594931557
3.7 .221954352 57.6453799 -.9365396831

3.8 .262984297 58.5675738 -.9124339632
3.85 .289234379 58.6332367 6.98175618E-0
3.9 .322695474 58.3874247 .0315867939
3.95 .36464015 57.4373463 .0672783837
4 .418194257 55.7899539 .119084337
4.05 .487891876 52.9978444 • 19651196
4. 1 .579311929 48.4682444 .315426632
4. 15 .698166579 41.2568614 .498515793
4.2 .849049163 39.0457761 .758491364
4.25 .965666493 13.8876172 1.02267386

4.286 9 1.09479982

4.3 .994632552 -5.48675632 1.9783892
4.35 .904145666 -23.2367505 .863799486
4.48900901 .767334549 -36.2499642 .588810381
4.45990091 .642448548 -44.8318736 .379119913
4.50009001 .543779097 -50.332565 .242170037
4.55000991 .46832433 -53.8420361 • 154132907
4.60000001 .419356524 -56.9618989 .9964389023
4.65090001 .365196139 -57.4253498 .9575155298
4.70000001 .329130113 -58.203523 .~395325759

4.751313130131 .3013920214 -58.5711698 .0 1 13733071

4.8 .27608819 -58.6445436 -2.49270595E-
4.9 .239288595 -58.2040279 -.9282221629
5 .212524981 -57.2819841 -.939948052
5. 1 .192334624 -56.0929769 -.935454996
5.2 .176656455 -54.7603037 -.0382471133

5.5 . 145788116 -50.5147134 -.0391274307
6.5 .197937473 -38.6258807 -.9264780522
7.5 .8948115391 -30.9238781 -.0171573696
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Table 2: H (f)
n

I I R 2E ORDE SECTIE
==================
C2=-.91364ge5
C3= 1 . 4.~ Ij ::: 5 5 E- 13 ::::
C4=e
C5=-2.994136E-e3
C6=.e9817477
~:;At·tPELFREOUENTI E= 17. 144fYlH z

FREQ(fYlHz) l.)O ( V) PH(Degrees) T( fJ 5 )

l3 .13499628099 0 -.0573012028
1 .13536255153 20.563669 -.0567469926
2 .13677383628 40.6622533 -.13544786065
3 .111555083 59.0674423 -.0453128769

3.3 .143247359 63.5374541 -.0363172293
3.4 · 158606953 64.7576128 -.031205962
3.5 .177819468 65.7606846 - . 0241 125491
3.6 .202468785 66.4562377 -.0138650944
3.7 .235117589 66.6959282 1.70199749E-03

3.8 .280161025 66.2197204 .0269226957
3.85 .309621193 65.5737348 .0457710397
3.9 .345671471 64.5317068 .0713704756
3.95 .390569789 62.9437135 .10715624
4 .447557533 60.5795969 • 158815811
4.135 .521225381 57.0748342 .235937832
4. 1 .617566727 51.8394941 .354390648
4. 15 .741998659 43.9320573 .536866269
4.2 .889429989 32.0372831 .795992632
4.25 1.01787924 -344.789642 1.05936752

4.286 1.05025087 .851834059 1. 13966705

4.3 1.04304486 -4.81543994 1.11405497
4.35 .942693862 -23. 197251 .898307266
4.490001301 .794954885 -36.8196874 .62126747
4.45 .660950281 -45.9890286 .4110 17304
4.5 .555248579 -52.0509587 .272618553
4.55990001 .474376484 -56.9948687 . 18305439
4.6 .412137246 -58.8210631 .123758185
4.650991301 .363422884 -60.6616264 .0831922468
4.7e0000131 .324562191 -6 1 .8867735 .0545128279
4.75090001 .292993894 -62.6705113 .0336212132

4.8 .266925495 -63. 1285694 .0179964445
4.geeeeee1 .226549903 -63.3616512 -3.2949674E-03
5 · 19686Et 725 -62.9846667 -.13166908833
5. 1 · 174193917 -62.2128436 -.0256242936
5.2 .156369686 -61 . 17181 19 -.1331858615

5.5 .120413973 -57.0884219 -.13422967628
6.5 · a 724325568 -39.6693279 -.0516243211
7.5 .0572569242 -20.6963411 -.9533760234
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Table 3: H (f)
tot

IIR 2E ORDE SECTIE
------------------------------------
C2=-. '7'064905
C3= 1 . 4,~13 855E-13 3
C4=.029674
C5=-2.8a5374E-e3
C':'=. 123152487
SAMPELFREQUENTIE=17.144(MHz)

FREQ (MHz)

13
1
2
3

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

3.8
3.85
3.9
3.95
4
4.85
4. 1
4. 15
4.2
4.25

4.286

4.3
4.35
4.48888881
4.45
4.5
~4.55888eel

4.6
4.65013813131
4.788888131
4.75888801

4.8
4.908eeeel
5
5. 1
5.2

I::" I::"
_I • "_I

6.5
7.5

vo (V)

.13787500149

.9808592005

.8897879928

.122828885

.149417754

.16275844

.179784635

.281798622

.231450936

.272872992

.308176365

.333745653

.375731458

.42922163

.498591154

.589557449

.787388625

.847878912

.969877448

.999996399

.993251533
.898387684
.75868814
.631987931
.532132682
.455963825
.397587229
.351984885
.315665262
.286352272

.262268851

.225234669

. 198338731

.1781361458

.162351372

.131587472

.13942524586

.13841542958

PH(Degrees)

8
12.3885419
26.9196296
45.8515546

52.2267321
54.2754812
56. 1995885
57.9835633
59.2323691

59.9171317
59.8753422
59.4513772
58.4937354
56.7785931
53.9156842
49.3372694
42.8919694
38.862646
14.7825659

.823958852

-4.65692284
-22.3748756
-35.3378032
-43.8538416
-49.2784792
-52.6788459
-54.788987
-56.8183284
-56.6387763
-56.841653

-56.7359323
-55.8972292
-54.5298619
-52.8525823
-58.9975582

-45.8337428
-26.8599863
-12.7946175

-.83348287139
-.8363879261
-.8456138137
-.8588843588

-.8588128959
-.8555242609
-.8589391821
-.8438349595
-.8295948874

-6.23866109E-8
.0 118852175
.8366772552
.8718258293
.122943812
.199621484
.317732611
.499971134
.758966591
1.8223176

1.89366623

1.07788817
.861529691
.584783582
.374928784
.23702402
. 148848388
.8894386346
.0496279882
.021790846
1.81475677E-a=:

-.812827562
-.13319798762
-.0430451357
-.049509681
-.053184069

-.0558039176
-.0440849866
-.0351482274
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Figure 65:Amplitude response of the various transfer functions.
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Figure 66:Phase response of the various transfer functions.
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